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The data communication market in PRC is at a very early stage
but it has a lot of growth potential in the nearest few
years. Cable and Wireless Systems together with its high
quality suppliers no doubt has the strength to gain major
share of this market as the competition is still not
overwhelming at this stage.
The marketing objective is to gain a foot-hold in this
undeveloped market and to plant the seeds for further
growth in the next few years.
The strategy is to have two PRC sales teams- one team
concentrate on the large national institutions who are the
most probable candidates for large scale usage of data
communications, the other team responsible for marketing in
the major cities. The selection of low end product, its
distribution and pricing all need to be re-examined in face
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Figure 1- A typical small network
Figure 2- A typical large network
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The advancement of computer technology in the 1970s was at
such an incredible rate that today computers are no longer
used only in the large offices. The use of computers has
extended to almost all sectors of the commercial world.
Naturally, the next question is: how may information
obtained in one location (derived or gathered by one
computer) be sent to another location (possibly to be
received by another computer).
Considering the speed at which information is generated and
needed, the conventional ways of communications have in many
instances become inadequate. For example, the information
about passengers and cargos boarding an aeroplane in one
city. This information must be received at the destination
ahead of the plane's arrival which could be less than one
hour flight.
2Mail is definitely not fast enough. Counting the time
required to process the information at the receiving end,
even telex is not good enough.
This is the area of data communication- the technology of
making computers pass information back and forth quickly
(almost instantaneously), correctly and without the need for
human intervention.
The 1980s have been named, deservingly, the years of
communication. We can be sure data communications will be
one of the fastest growing technologies in this decade.
A very simple example of a typical small data communication
network is used below to illustrate the application of this
technology.
XYZ is a trading company which has computerized its business
operations. The company uses a computer in its head office
in Central to maintain its business information, for example,
its profit and loss accounts, inventory data and shipping
records.
3At any time, staff in its Tsim Sha Tsui sales office can use
the computer terminals in their office to read into the
computer files to. find out, say, inventory levels of a
certain product in order to answer a telephone enquiry from
customer. When goods are received into or shipped out of its
Kwai Chung warehouse, staff there can also use the terminals
in the warehouse to immediately update the computer files.
Telephone lines rented from Hong Kong Telephone Company are
used to connect the terminals to the computer, while data
communication equipment is needed to interface the telephone
lines to the computer and terminals. This typical network is
shown in Fiqure I.
A more elaborate network may be required for an airline or a
large multinational bank. The larger networks may use higher
speed or functionally more advanced data communication
equipment and the telephone lines may be channels via
satellites. But these basic components are quite similar to
those used in the simple network explained above.
A typical large banking network is shown in Figure 2.
The bank's computers in different cities are linked together
through the network. This allow the bank's staff in
different cities to transfer fund or communicate
instantaneously electronically.
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41.2 Scope of this Research
In its progressive modernization plan, PRC is aiming to
equal or surpass the industrialized nations by the beginning
of the twenty first century. This calls for a dramatic
growth in its major industries. To create such a high growth
environment, breakthroughs in its key technology areas, such
as communications, are mandatory.
The objective of this research is to analyse the market of
data communication equipment in the People's Republic of
China, and to prepare a plan to develop and exploit the
target market identified.
The data communication equipment which are being marketed are
manufactured outside PRC. Although there are considerable
interest within PRC to transfer the technology from overseas
to begin local manufacture, there will be a fairly long lead
time before the electronic industry in PRC is ready, and this
further development will not be explored in this research.
51.3 Methodology
The research will begin with an examination of the product
profile, the company marketing the product, the PRC market,
typical customers and the competition.
After these profile analyses, the target markets will be
identified. Recommendations will be made on a plan to






- staffing a sales team
This report is based on information obtained by the writer
from his own experience working in the PRC, and from various




There are two major components in a communication network
that links computer systems in different locations together.
They are the transmission medium over which information is
communicated, and the terminating equipment at the two ends
of a transmission medium that interfaces with the computer
and terminal equiment_
Transmission can be in analog or digital form. The media of
transmission include analog telephone lines (normally used
for telephone voice communications), and other analog and/or
digital media such as optical fibre cables, satellite links,
microwave links, radio links, and free air optical links. To
restrict the scope of this research paper to manageable
proportion, and considering the present state of
technological readiness in the PRC market, this paper will
concentrate on discussing the marketing of data terminating
equipment to be used only on voice grade telephone lines.
7The data terminating equipment used on telephone lines alone
covers a very broad range. The most basic equipment is a
modem, which converts digital signal coming out of a computer
system to analog signal which is then transmitted over the
telephone line, and vice versa.
A pair of modems, on the two ends of a telephone line,
provides a point-to-point connection between the computer
and/or terminal equipment located at the two ends. For a
large network that requires many connections between multiple
locations, other networking equipment is required.
Networking comes in many shapes and forms. To simplify the
technical discussion, the term multiplexer will be used in
this paper to represent all such data networking equipment.
The products in this analysis are, therefore, modems and
multiplexers. Since modem products come in many different
versions with significant differences in product feature,
modems will be classified as low speed and high speed
requiring different marketing strategies. The profile of
each of these three product catagories will be detailed
below.
8(1) Low speed modems
Manufactured by a large, well known, US company (Racal-
Vadic), these modems are designed for use over dedicated
and/or dialled-up telephone lines. These modems allow
computer/terminal equipment to send information back and
forth at different speeds ranging from 30 characters per
second to 240 characters per second.
(2) High speed modems
A range of high speed (ranging from 480 characters per
second to over 1400 characters per second) are supplied
by a large well-known US manufacturer, Racal-Milgo.
These modems require dedicated telephone lines and are
typically used in large data communication networks.
(3) Multiplexers
Manufactured by another large, well-known US supplier,
Timeplex, these multiplexers are used in conjunction
with low and high speed modems to form networks of
varying sizes.
9Literatures describing these various products are
enclosed in Appendix A.
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2.2 Company Profile
The company marketing these products in PRC is Cable and
Wireless Systems (CWS). CWS is a member of the Cable
and Wireless Group, which has its headquarters in
London, U.K. and has obtained franchise from government
in many countries worldwide, including Hong Kong, to
operate communication services in those countries.
There are two aspects to CWS's business- trading and
engineering. Trading- CWS represents and acts as
distributor for many (over 100) highly reputable
overseas manufacturer of high quality communication
equipment, and market the equipment in Hong Kong, Macau
and PRC. Engineering- CWS undertakes large engineering
projects to provide turnkey solutions in the design,
implementation and maintenance of communication systems
in Hong Kong and around Asia.
CWS has a staff of about 300 people, the majority being
highly-trained, university-graduated engineers or
technical staff specialising in their specific fields of
communication engineering.
11
The Company is divided into a number of departments,
each being a profit centre with its own team of sales ,
engineering and administrative staff, and each
department looks after a specific area of communication.
Annual turnover of CWS is currently over HK$200 millions
with annual growth rate over the past three years of
over 30%.
Data Communications Department (DCD) is the department
responsible for the data communication market. DCD has
a staff of about 50 and an annual turnover of about
HK$90 million in 1984. DCD has an average annual growth
rate of over 50% in the last three years.
DCD has only started its PRC activities in the last year
as data communication requires, as its pre-requisite,
good quality telephone lines, which in PRC, is still far
from being adequate. (The PRC market will be discussed
in further detail in the next section.) The proportion
of PRC business in DCD's current business volume is
about 3%. On the contrary, the other departments in
CWS, such as the departments responsible for the
telephone and other telecommunications markets, have
been active in PRC since the late 1970's and PRC
business represents over 50% of their total turnover.
12
The manufacturers of data communication equipment
marketed by DCD'in PRC include Racal-Vadic, Racal-Milgo
and Timeplex. These are all well-known high technology
companies with state-of-the-art products. Information
on these companies is included in Appendix B.
CWS's strength in the PRC market includes the following.
(1) The Cable and Wireless Group enjoys very high
reputation and is known throughout PRC.
(2) CWS has had many years of close working
relationship with its major suppliers.
(3) DCD has a strong engineering team experienced in
building small and large data communication
networks throughtout Asia.
(4) Being a Hong Kong company, it enjoys a lot of
convenience, as compared to foreign companies from
overseas, in the PRC market.
(5) Most staff of CWS can read and write Chinese and
conversate in Puitonghua.
13
CWS is relatively weak in the following areas:
{1) CWS/DCD is already strained under its current
business activities, to the extent of overloading
its sales and engineering staff.




The PRC data communication market is still at its very
early infancy. The telephone lines being the basic
transmission medium for data communications, is, at
present, far from adequate in PRC.
A January 1983 survey indicated that only one person in
every 200 in PRC has a phone. Beijing, the city with
the most phones in PRC, has 4.9 phones for every 100
people- far fewer than that in the 100 biggest cities
in the world. Compared to Hong Kong, where there are
about 2.5 million phones for 5.5 million people, the
total number of direct-dial telephones in PRC is less
than that in Hong Kong.
The existing telephone lines in PRC are also of very
poor quality. About 80% of all phone lines are open
wire. The majority of telephone exchanges are old
mechanical equipment with poor reliability and obsolete
design.
15
The authorities have recognized these short-comings in
the basic communication infra-structure and have started
massive programmes to invest in modern equipment and
erect new facilities to improve the situation in major
cities such as Beijing, Shanghai Tianjin and Kwongzhou.
It is expected that significant improvements will be
made in the next two to five years.
Despite these difficulties, the data communication
market in PRC has huge potential. The modernization
movements and open-door policy have brought with it
major changes in PRC and lots of foreign invest
ments/trading activities. To facilitate these
modernization drives and increasing activities, demand
for information processing/communications is growing at
exponential rate.
A conservative estimate on the current data processing
resources in PRC puts the number of small microcomputer
systems at over 100,000, and large mainframe systems at
over 200- comparable to the level of computer usage in
Hong Kong. Data communication, being the nucleus
linking these data processing resources together, has a
tremendous potential in this virgin market in PRC.
There are countless number of major potential users of
information processing/communciation systems. The
obvious ones include the following.
16




(4) Travel/transport-related businesses such as
airlines, hotels, railways, shipping.
(5) Financial institutions.
(6) Commercial organisations, especially those with
close contact with foreign companies.
(7) News agencies.
Due to its present inadequacies in telephone facilities,
the market for the different kinds of data communication
equipment varies.
17
Low-speed modems will find a ready market. Although
still subject to problems, usage of low-speed modems on
some of the existing telephone lines is possible. There
has been some low-speed modems imported in the last one
or two years (estimated total quantity imported to be
less than 5,000 units). There are a few (less than four
or five) local manufacturers. But their product quality
is much inferior than imported ones and technology used
is much older. There are new ventures starting local
manufacturing of newer design of low speed-modems but
the supply will definitely not meet the demand in at
least the next three to five years.
Many major institutions are currently planning to
implement their large national data communication
networks using high-speed modems and multiplexers to
link up their computer systems.
But these projects are not expected to materialise in
the next one to two years, except for small-scale
prototying work. There is no existing local
manufacturer of these high-speed equipment and it is not
expected that any major development will be forthcoming
in the next year or two.
There are other difficulities in importing state-of-
the-art technology or products.
10
PRC has a tough control over the use of foreign
currencies. Except for special approval on a case-by
case basis, the general public is restricted on any
foreign purchases. Even approved purchases must go
through trading companies, which may introduce long
delays due to the inherent bottle-neck of such a system.
The organisation of western developed countries,
including US, most European countries and Japan, has set
up an organisation known as COCOM to review all exports
of strategic goods (including almost all high technology
products) to communist countries. The low-speed modems
are exempt from export restrictions. But to obtain an
export license for high-speed modems and multiplexers
can take over a year of documentation processing.
19
2.4 Customer Profile
Since all foreign purchases must go through trading
houses, there are two groups of decision-makers in any
purchase decision- the end-users and the traders in
the trading companies.
Most end-users have specific group of engineers
responsible for their data processing/communication
systems. The majority of these engineers, including
those from the very large organisations with large
network requirements, have very limited knowledge or
experience in data communication. Some of them may have
read a lot about the technology, but have had no
practical hands-on experience working with data
communication equipment. As a result, they can quite
often be misguided by incomplete product information.
They also tend to be loyal to specific brands or
companies which they have some previous working
experience with.
The traders have even much less knowledge on the
products they are responsible for purchasing. They
concentrate on the price as they have limited
information on any difference in product features. Some
of the less honest traders may even favour a certain
supplier for self interests.
20
2.5 Competition Profile
Low-speed modems are now available at much lower costs
from manufacturers in Asia, including Hong Kong, Taiwan
and Korea. Although the quality of these low-cost
products is far inferior to the ones from CWS, the price
differential is so great that it is worth considering
alternative sourcing. Take a typical low-speed modem
from Racal-Vadic costing US$700, a sort-of comparable
unit from a Hong Kong manufacturer will cost about
US$250. Of course, a user may find out the difference
in quality after actually having the units installed, it
is often after the user has committed to his purchase
decision.
High-speed modems and multiplexers are still beyond the
reach of Asian manufacturers. But large companies from
US, Japan and Europe have already set their eyes on PRC
where they recognize a large potential market.
Competition is keen on large projects. The strongest
competitors are Japanese companies which have been
active in PRC for years, and more recently the French





As the data communication market in PRC is still at its
infancy, the objective is unquestionably to penetrate this
market now and prepare for the growth in the next few years
when the market matures. It is important, at this stage, to
educate the potential users to facilitate the increase in
data communication usage. As pointed out earlier, the users
tend to be loyal to brand names they know, so that doing the
groundwork of increasing brand/company name awareness is
important. Since major contenders for this market from US,
Japan and Europe are all trying to get their act together in
this market, it is all the .more reason to be in the market
early to promote the company image and to establish friendly
working relations with potential users.
Another reason for having to start early in marketing in PRC
is a technical one.
22
Even though data communications equipment is produced
following internationally recognised standards, products from
different suppliers are not one hundred percent compatible.
Once a user starts using one brand, it is most desirable for
that user to stick to the same manufacturer in subsequent
expansions in his data network, for reason of compatibility
and ease of maintenance and support.
From the last six months or so of intensive
marketing, there are now at least half a dozen serious
enquiries for fairly large data communications networks. The
objective for 1985 is to secure orders for building prototype
systems for some of these users. This is expected to generate
revenue of over HK$3 million, in addition to the other normal
transactions in PRC which is about HK$ 3 million.
It is expected that one or two major network sales will
materialize in 1986 with more to come in the 1987 -1988 time




As detailed in the market profile analysis, there are many
large institutes and organizations that are potential users
of large scale data communication networks. These large
networks require the integration of many products -low-and
high-speed modems, multiplexers and other special interface
equipment. In other words, these large institutes are target
customers for all categories of data communication products.
There are many smaller organizations that have the need for
data processing and communication. In fact, anyone with
significant computer resources needs data communication in
some form. Often, low- speed modems are sufficient for these
users to build their smaller data networks. Due to the vast
geographical disperson of the PRC market, the manpower and
costs of marketing and sales staff to cover the whole of PRC
is not practical. It is much more effective to concentrate
on the major cities (such as Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin and
Kwongzhou) and the open cities where trading activities are
most intense.
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On the other hand, due to the peculiar situation in PRC where
trading and especially foreign currency transactions are
restricted, there is a group of trading companies from Hong
Kong which are very active running around PRC looking for
opportunities to trade. These Hong Kong traders are another
channel through which the lower technology products such as
low-speed modems can be marketed.
The impact on these traders of the recent policy to control
foreign exchange transactions even further is still uncertain
at time of writing. It is, however, clear that there will be




High-speed modems and multiplexers are the essential building
blocks for large data networks. The products in this
category currently marketed by the company are all state-of
the-art equipment with advanced features in networking and
network management capabilities. These products are the
right ones for this market.
The low-speed modems currently marketed by the company are
facing severe price competition. To satisfy the needs of the
simple users, low cost alternatives that are manufactured in
Asia will be evaluated for possible inclusion in the existing
product portfolio.
At the same time, the existing product range of low-speed
modems can be enhanced with features specifically suited to
the PRC market. (Such features will include add-on
functionality of error-correction on the modem to counter
poor line quality in PRC, and auto-dialling capability as a
lot of users will be using the public dialled telephone
network for low speed communication). This will place the
existing range of low-speed modems at the high end product
category attracting users who are willing to pay extra for
more powerful and reliable products.
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3.3.2 Sales Force
To cope with the marketing activities of the different
products, the PRC sales team should be split up into two
groups- a group to look after major potential network users
with whom CWS has already established close working
relations, and another group to look for more potential
business in PRC.
The network sales group will be made up of engineers with
experience building large networks. Each of these engineers
will be responsible for a small number of potential accounts ,
and will work closely with these users in developing their
network requirements, supervising installation of prototype
systems, solving the initial technical probles and planning
with the users on network expansions. They, of course, must
be backed-up by engineers in the home office, in detail
proposal/design and installation/maintenance work.
The other group of sales engineers will be calling on
potential end-users and traders. They will visit the major
cities in PRC to conduct semi-technical, semi sales oriented
seminars and/or free training classes for the potential
users. Besides these seminar presentations, they will, more
importantly, be talking to potential users on their data
communication requirements, and to fulfill these requirements
through product sales and, in case of large networks, refer
to the network sales group for further following-up.
27
It is expected that these two groups will each have two to
three engineers and they will report to a sales manager who
will be responsible for all businesses in PRC.
Considering the level of activities in PRC, a representative
office staffed with marketing personnel (to serve all depart-




For the low-speed modems market, the Hong Kong traders are
possible cost-effective distribution channels.
At the same time, there are a lot of
individuals/organizations in PRC who have experience in
computers (and some even in data communication) and who are
keen to participate in marketing and/or supporting data
communication systems. To find and train such local
organizations will help not only in distributing/marketing
the products, but will also give CWS a big boost in valuable
manpower resources needed to support the rapidly growing
market. The costs of such local help are much lower than
those in Hong Kong.
As building data networks also involve a lot of work
preparing telephone lines for communications, the
operating/RD branches of the local PTT are also ideal
partners to work with in marketing/supporting the oroducts_
These PRC institutions are all keen to work with a foreign
company such as CWS, as this brings experience and technology
to them, and their manpower has a source for generating extra
revenue. Since PRC's policy encourages such partnership,




Free seminars and training classes are, by far, the most
effective means of promotion. As English is not widely in
use, all presentation must be in Puitonghwa.
Distributing brochures and technical product information is
essential. They also must be in Chinese.
At the opening of the Beijing representative office, a major
promotion campaigne will be useful to boost the image and
awareness of CWS. This can be in the form of large
advertisement/announcement in the People's Daily, which is
read by almost everyone in PRC, for one to two weeks.
Regular advertising in PRC publications relating to data
processing/communications, such as "The China Computerworld,
is useful. This can be in the form of a monthly full or half
page advertisement.
30
There are lots of exhibitions organized by many
organizations. As the attendees come from many different
sectors, and since the quality of attendees vary, it is
desirable to participate in a few selected major exhibitions
to get the exposure and to collect names of potential buyers.
It is probably desirable to participate in no more than two
or at most three such large exhibitions in a year. The costs
of these exhibitions can also be very high.
31
3.3.5 Pricing
The pricing of the high-speed modems and multiplexer should
maintain a healthy margin to support the expensive marketing
efforts in PRC. As these products are available to CWS at
very competitive rates, and since CWS is enjoying a sizeable
lead and has competit ive edge over its competitors from US,
Japan and Europe (language, proximity, friendship), there is
no reason to squeeze on the prices at this stage.
The low-speed modems are facing severe price competition and
prices need to be lowered by negotiating with supplier and by




The data communication market in PRC is at a very early stage
but it has a lot of growth potential in the nearest few
years. Cable and Wireless Systems together with its high
quality suppliers no doubt has the strength to gain major
share of this market as the competition is still not
overwhelming at this stage.
The marketing objective is to gain a foot-hold in this
undeveloped market and to plant the seeds for further
growth in the next few years.
The strategy is to have two PRC sales teams- one team
concentrate on the large national institutions who are the
most probable candidates for large scale usage of data
communications, the other team responsibe for marketing in
the major cities. The selection of low end product, its
distribution and pricing all need to be re-examined in face




A.1 Low Speed Modems
S?liQ©iQO Wciidl©
Major Benefits
Asynchronous Operation Up to 300 bps
Microprocessor Controlled
Conforms to CCITT Recommendation
V.21, V.24.28, V.25, and V.54
Built-in Auto-Answer Capability




Table-Top and High-Density Rack-Mounting Versions
Microprocessor Controlled
The VI3021 is one of a new generation of low-speed modems from Racal-Vadic. It
is microprocessor controlled, offers superior performance at asynchronous data
speeds up to 300 bps and operates full-duplex over 2-wire dial-up Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) or leased lines. This is achieved using frequency
division multiplexing (FDM) techniques in compliance with CCITT V.21
recommendations.
Auto answer is a standard feature of the VI3021. It enables the called modem on a
dial-up circuit to connect to a line automatically after receiving a ringing signal from
the calling modem. Operator intervention is not necessary.
The same exacting standards of quality assurance that earned Racal-Vadic a
worldwide reputation for its low- and medium-speed data communication
equipment is applied to the production of the VI3021. High reliability, compact
design, and low-power consumption is achieved by using the latest microcircuit
technology— including large scale integration (LSI) techniques and microprocessor
control.
Diagnostics
The Racal-Vadic VI3021 has a comprehensive range
of diagnostic test features that can rapidly identify
faults in point-to-point data links. Two test functions:
Analog Loopback (AL) and Digital Loopback (DL)
selected by front-panel (AL DL) push buttons allow
operators to loopback the line connections at the local
mndpm and the DTE interface.
When used in conjunction with the built-in 511 bit
pseudorandom binary test-pattern generator and
error-detection circuitry (selected by the front-panel
(ET) push button, or an external test set), they isolate
system faults in the line or the local or remote
modem. Figure 1 illustrates how these tests are
carried out.
Packaging
Racal-Vadic's VI3021 is contained on a single printed
circuit board assembly. All the controls and indicators
are mounted on the edge of the card. This allows the
modem to be housed in a table-top case measuring
only 203mm (8 inches) across. When space saving is
a criterion, high-density packaging can be achieved
using a VI1614 rack-mount chassis. The VI1614 can
accommodate up to 14 VI3021 front-loading modem
cards with a common power supply. The VI3021 can
be intermixed with other Racal-Vadic modems in this
series, adding even greater flexibility to Racal-Vadic's
data communication capabilities.














Fioure 1 Analog LoopbackDigital Loopback The VI1614 can house up to 14 VI3021s or varying combinationsof other Racal-Vadic modemsin this series.
Controls and Indicators
All controls andindicators (light emitting diodetype) are conveniently
mountedon the front panel of the modemand are protected from


















Power On Indicatn Error Indicator CCITT V.24
Interface Indicators
Monitors data carrier detect








pattern generator and erroi
detectioncircuitry.
Applications
Racal-Vadic's VI3021 provides 2-wire, full-duplex
operation to meet the requirements of PTTs (postal,
telegraph and telephone authorities) and end users. It
is suitable for direct connection to the switched
network and provides manual and automatic answer
capabilities.
Another application of the VI3021 is illustrated in
Figure 2, where four low-speed asynchronous CPU
ports are combined and extended to a remote
location using time-division multiplexers. The remote
multiplexer's low-speed channels are further extended
by VI3021 modems to distant terminals. Although the
diagram shows only four remote terminal links, the
2400 bps high-speed telephone circuit can handle as
many as 8 remote terminals operating at 300 bps.
Dial-Up
Using the PSTN (Public Switched Telephone
Network), an operator wishing to establish a data link
simply dials the modem at the remote site. The call is
answered manually by an operator using the remote
telephone handset or automatically by the remote
modem with a built-in auto-answer capability. In the
case of manual answer, the calling operator agrees with
the called operator which channel (Channel 1 or 2) to
use for transmission and which channel to use for
reception of data. Both modems are then set to the
data mode using the (VODA) push button on the
front panel.
When auto-answer is selected and an incoming ring
signal is received, the remote modem automatically
selects Channel 1 to receive data and Channel 2 to
send on. It then connects to the telephone line,
transmitting an answer tone. The calling operator sets
the local modem to the data mode using the
(VODA) switch on the modem.
Leased Line
For use with leased telephone circuits a permanent
connection is established and the data access is
inoperative. Appropriate channel selection is achieved
by pressing the front panel Channel Select button





































Ready for Sending (CTS)
Data Set Ready (DSR)
Signal Ground
Receive Line Signal Detect (DCD)
Positive Supply Voltage via Resister
Negative Supply Voltage via Resister
Channel Select
Terminal Control Digital Loop
Data Terminal Ready (DTR)
Terminal Controlled Analog Loop
Calling Indicator
Test Indicator
Interface signal levels comply with recommendations
CCITT V.28 and RS232C.
NOTE: Circuits 140 and 141 are mutually exclusive.
Ordering Information
When ordering the VI3021, it is necessary to specify:
Packaging required:
1. Table top
2. Modem card in new Racal-Vadic card nest
220 mm(83A in.) high, 25.4 mm(1 in.) pitch
NOTE: Up to 14 card modems can be housed in a
single-card nest
Operating voltage:























Data Rate: Data Rate:
0 to 300 bps, asynchronous, serial, binary data 0 to 300 bps asynchronous
Power Level:
Line Requirements:
0 to -17 dBm, switch selectable in 1 dB steps2-wire unconditioned-leased or PSTN lines
Answer Tone:
2100 Hz± 1% when modem is automaticallyOperating Modes:
switched to line and optionally (by strap selection)Full- and half-duplex operation
when the modem is manually switched to line
RTS/CTS Delay:Modulation:
OFF to ON 35 msec leased lines, 825 ms PSTNDual-band frequency-shift keying (FSK) to
ON to OFF 2 msec leased lines, 2 ms PSTN.CCITT V.21 recommendations
During RTS/CTS delay the transmitter output is
the line signal corresponding to MARKdataPrimary Power:
AC input 110 or 220V 50/60 Hz single phase, Receiver
approximately 5W
Frequencies:
Channel 1: MARK: 980± 12 HzInterface:
SPACE: 1180± 12 HzComplies with CCITT recommendations
Channel 2: MARK: 1180± 2 HzV.24/V.28
SPACE: 1850± 12 Hz
Sensitivity:
Size and Weight:
0 to- 48 dBm
Table Top Card Nest DCD Threshold:
Height: 70 mm (23/4in.) 222.0 mm (83/4 in.)
DCD is ON for receive levels greater than- 48 dBmWidth: 203.0 mm (8 in.) 483.0 mm (19 in.)
2 dB Hysterisis in DCD threshold level. Strap
Depth: 343.0 mm(131/2 in.)t 368.0 mm(141/2 in.)
option reduces the DCD sensitivity to- 33 dBmWeight: 2.26 kg (5 Ib) 11.5 kg (27 1b)
DCD Response Time:
OFF to ON 20 msec leased lines 300 to 650 msecOperating Environment:
PSTN ON to OFF 20 to 80 msec, leased lines 20Ambient Temperature: 0 to 500C
to 80 msec PSTN
Altitude: 0 to 3050 m (10,000 ft)
Error Rate:
Humidity: 0 to 95% noncondensing
1 in 105 for a S/N ratio of 6 dB at a receive level
of- 42 dBm. Band limited 300-2400 HzTransmitter:
Bias Distortion:Frequencies:
<±3% at 300 bps
Channel 1: MARK: 980± 2 Hz
Peak Distortion:
SPACE: 1180± 2 Hz
<± 5% at 300 bps (ideal line)Channel 2: MARK: 1650 t 2 Hz
SPACE: 1850 t 2 Hz
Raca 1-Vad ic





• Asynchronous Operation of 0 to
300 bps, 600 bps, and 1200 bps
• Synchronous Operation of 600 and
1200 bps
• Full-duplex Operation Over 2-Wire
Dial-up or Leased-Telephone
Circuits
• Alternative A Offers Full-Duplex
Synchronous Capability but Limited
to 600 bps and 1200 bps
• Alternative B Adds Full-Duplex
Asynchronous Capability but Limited
to 600 bps and 1200 bps
• Alternative C Adds Another Dimension. Alternatives A and B Plus 0 to 300
bps Full-Duplex Operation
• Single Modem Will Operate on all Front Ends with Automatic Speed
Recognition Eliminating the Need for Split Rotors
• Overspeed Operation for Use With Devices such as Statistical Multiplexors
• Split Speed Operation for Terminals and Systems Operating in an
Asymetrical Mode Like Viewdata Systems
• Automatic Character Length Recognition Eliminates User Confusion and
Potential Service Problems
• Standard Options Mode
Microprocessor Conteolled
The VI1222 is one of a new generation of medium-speed modems from Racal-Vadic. It
is microprocessor controlled and offers superior performance at synchronous or
asynchronous data speeds up to 1200 bps and operates full-duplex over 2-wire dial-up
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) or leased lines. This is achieved using dibit
phase shift keying (DPSK) techniques in compliance with CCITT V.22
recommendations.
Auto answer is a standard feature of the VI1222. It enables the called modem on a dial-
up circuit to automatically connect to a line after receiving a ringing signal from the
calling modem. Operator intervention is not necessary.
The same exacting standards of quality assurance that have earned Racal-Vadic a
worldwide reputation for its low- and medium-speed data communication equipment is
applied to the production of the VI1222. High reliability, compact design, and low-power
consumption is achieved by using the latest microcircuit technology— including large
scale integration (LSI) techniques and microprocessor control.
Standard Configurations
A standard V.22 modem can be configured using a wide range of options. The
customer and the serviceman are required to have a significant knowledge of both ends
of the system to insure proper operation. The VI1222, utilizing alternative C, eliminates
most of the above problems with the Standard Options mode which satisfies most user
applications. Using this option forces the setting of several switches regardless of their
actual position. The Standard Options mode sets the following functions:
a. Abort Timer- enabled
b. Loss of Carrier Disconnect- enabled
c. Circuit 1082-enabled
d. Asynchronous mode
e. 1200 bps and 0 to 300 bps operation
f. Normal data range
g. Originate and answer modes
h. Answer tone-enabled
i. Alternative C mode V
Diagnostics
The Racal-Vadic VI1222 features a comprehensive
range of diagnostic test functions that can rapidly
identify problems in point-to-point data links. Three
test functions easily selected by front panel push
buttons are: 1) Analog Loopback (AL), and (2)
Digital Loopback (DL) both allow operators to
loopback the line connection at the local modem and
the DTE interface, and (3) Remote Loopback (RL)
which sends data back from the remote modem
uithmit cinpYPiicir infprvpntinn
When these three tests (AL, DL, and RL) are used
with the built-in test-pattern generator and error-
detection circuitry (selected by the front-panel push
button (ET), or an external set), they isolate system
faults in the line or the local or remote modem.
Packaging
Racal-Vadic's VI1222 is contained on a dual-printed
circuit board assembly. All the controls and indicators
are mounted on the edge of the card. This allows the
modem to be housed in a table-top case measuring
only 203mm across (8 inches). When space saving is
a criterion, high-density packaging can be achieved
using a VI1614 rack-mount chassis. The VI1614 can
accommodate as many as seven VI1222 front-loading
modem cards with a common-power supply. The
VI1222 can be intermixed with other Racal-Vadic
modemsin this series, adding even greater flexibility
to Racal-Vadic's data communication capabilities.














Digital Loopback The VI1614 can house up to seven VI1222s or as many as
14 other Racal-Vadic modemsin varying combinations.
Controls and Indicators
All controls and indicators (light emitting diode type) are con¬
veniently mountedon the front panel of the modemand are




































Monitors data terminal ready (DTR), dat
carrier detect (DCD), and data set ready
(DSR) control functions, transmit data







pattern generator and error
detectioncircuitry.
Applications
The VI1222 provides 2-wire full-duplex operation to
meet the requirements of PTTs (postal, telegraph, and
telephone authorities) and end users. It is suitable for
direct connection to the switched network and offers
manual and automatic answer capabilities.
Another application of the VI1222 is illustrated below
in Figure 2, where four low-speed asynchronous CPU
ports are combined and extended to a remote
location using time division multiplexers. The remote
multiplexer's low-speed channels are further extended
by VI1222 modems to distant terminals.
Dial-Up
Using the PSTN, an operator wishing to establish a
data link simply dials the modem at the remote site.
The call is answered manually by an operator using
the remote telephone handset or automatically by the
remote modem with a built-in auto-answer ability. In
the cases of manual answering, the calling operator
agrees with the called operator which channel
(Channel 1 or 2) to use for transmission and which
channel to use for reception of data. Both modems
are then set to the data mode using the (VODA)
button on the front nanel.
When auto answer is selected and an incoming ring
signal is received, the remote modem automatically
selects Channel 1 to receive data and Channel 2 to
send on. It then connects to the telephone line
transmitting an answer tone. The calling operator sets
the local modem to the data mode using the
(VODA) switch on the modem.
Leased Lfime
For use with leased telephone lines a permanent
connection is established and the voicedata
(VODA) and auto-answer switches (AA) are
disabled. Appropriate channel selection is achieved by
pressing the front panel Channel Select button (CS)













































Ready for Sending (CTS)
Data Set Ready (DSR)
Signal Ground
Receive Line Signal Detect (DCD)
Positive Supply Voltage via Register































Interface signal levels comply with recommendationsCCITT V.28
and RS232C.
NOTE:Circuits 140 and 141 are mutually exclusive.
Ordering Information
When ordering VI1222, it is necessary to specify:
Packaging required:
1. Table top
2. Card modem in new Racal-Vadic card nest
222 mm (83A in.) high, 25.4 mm (1 in.) pitch
NOTE: Up to seven modem cards can be housed in a
sinqle-card nest
























V.22, alternatives A, B, or C strap selectable
Operating Modes:
Mode i: 1200 bps, synchronous
Mode ii: 1200 bps, asynchronous
Mode iii: 600 bps, synchronous
Mode iv: 600 bps, asynchronous
Mode v: 1200 bps, asynchronous
0 to 300 bps, asynchronous
Alternative Modes:
A: Modesi, iii
B: Modesi, ii, iii, iv
C: Modesi, ii, iii, iv, v
Transmission Characteristics
Data:
Binary, serial, synchronous or 8, 9, 10 or 11 bit
characters asynchronous
Data Rate:





Switched (dial-up) Network or 2-wire leased line
Modulation:
Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK)
Transmitter:
Frequency: Low Channel, 1200 Hz± 0.12 Hz
High Channel, 2400 Hz± 0.24 Hz
Level: 0 to —15 dBm± 1 dB, switch selected in 1
dB steps
Answer Back Tone: 2100 Hz± 15 Hz
Guard Tone: 1800 Hz or 550 Hz strap selectable
Receiver:
Frequency: Low Channel, 1200 Hz± 0.12 Hz
High Channel, 2400 Hz± 0.24 Hz
Carrier Detect Threshold: OFF to ON—42 dBm
ON to OFF- 49 dBm
Carrier Detect Timing: OFF to ON—105 to 205
msec; ON to OFF— 10 to 24 msec
Dynamic Range: 35 dB
Flysteresis: 2.0dB, no equalizer
0.5dB, with amplitude equalizer
Line Connection Options
1. Switched Network, 2-wire line
2. Leased Line, 2-wire
3. Switched Network through Automatic Calling Unii
Switched Network Connect Modes
Manual Originate; Manual Answer; Automatic
Originate, with external ACU; Automatic Answer
Disconnects:
DTR 1082 OFF; Abort Timer (switch selectable);
Loss of Carrier Disconnect (switch selectable)
Test Facilities:
Local Loopback, Analog (CCITT loop 3); Local
Loopback, Digital (CCITT loop 2, local); Initiate
Remote Digital Loopback (CCITT loop 2, remote);




VODA- VoiceData Select; AA -ManualAutomatic
Mode Select; CS- Channel Select; RL- Initiate
Remote Test; ET- Error Test; AL- Local Analog
Loopback; DL- Local Digital Loopback
Displays
PWR- Power; TST- Test Mode; ER- Error; DTR-
Data Terminal Ready; TD- Transmit Data;
DCD- Received Line Signal Detector; RD- Receive
Data; DSR- Data Set Ready
Power Requirements:
115 VAC± 10%, 60 Hz




Altitude: 0 to 3000 meters (0 to 10,000 ft.)
Temperature: Operating: 0 to 50° centigrade;
Storage: -20 to +70 degrees centigrade
Flumidity: 90% non-condensing
Standard Options Mode: This is a fixed mode where
the modemdefaults to these conditions.
Abort Timer- Enabled; Loss of Carrier Disconnect-
Enabled; Circuit 1082- Enabled; Asynchronous
Mode; Automatic Character Selection, 9 or 10 bits;
Answer Tone- Enabled; Automatic Answer, Manual
Originate, Manual Answer; Normal Data Range; 1200
bps and 0 to 300 bps; Operation
NOTE: Automatic character length detection is
possible in Alternative C, Mode V
Size and Weight:
Table Top Card Nest
Fleight: 70 mm (23A in.) 222.0 mm (83A in.)
Width: 203.0 mm (8 in.) 483.0 mm (19 in.)
Depth: 343.0 mm(13V2 in.) 368.0 mm(14V2 in.]
Weight: 2.26 kg (5 lb.) 11.5 kg (27 lb.)
Racal-vadlc 1525 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035• Tel: (408) 946-2227• TWX: 910-339-9297
18500-02710M783
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A.2 High Speed Modems
Description
Omnimode 48- An innovative advancement in
the evolution of data communication products
for business and industry. Omnimode 48 is the
first in a new series of 4800 bit per second
modems offering superior performance and
advanced features for your data communica¬
tions requirements, today and tomorrow.
The modem is firmware based for maximum
flexibility. Omnimode can operate as an
MPS 48 for integration into existing networks,
or as a CCITT V.27 compatible modem for
international applications.
All of the modem's functions are controlled
from the Front Panel Information and Control
Center. You can change the modem's speed,
port configuration, transmit level, strapping,
even the modulation and training method- all
from the Front Panel.
The Remote Modem Control option extends
all of this capability to your remote sites- even
on multidrop lines- without remote operators
or technicians. RMC also provides you with
alarms for fault conditions, and lets you send
administrative messages to and from your
remote sites.
As your network expands, and you need
more comprehensive capability, you can add a
Racal-Milgo Network Management System
without any changes to your existing
Omnimode 48 network.
Features
Firmware based for maximum flexibility.
CCITT V.27, MPS 4827 and MPS 48
compatible.
No hardware straps.
Non-volatile storage (no batteries).
Powerful Custom LSI Signal Processors
provide superior on line performance.
19.2 ms training (MPS 4827 compatible),
or 26 ms training (MPS 48 compatible),
or 50 ms training (V.27 compatible).
Standalone tabletop and high density central
site card nest versions.
Up to 16 modems in 1534 inches of rack
height with redundant power supply.
Multiport.
2 port —any combination 1200,2400,3600,4800.
4 port —any combination 1200,2400,3600,4800.
Control signal simulation enables each port to
operate in switched carrier or dial up mode.
Front Panel- Information and Control Center.
Complete modem, line, and interface status.
Thorough diagnostic testing.
Full control of all modem configuration and
option parameters.
Password access for network security.
Optional Remote Modem Control Feature.
Remote modem status monitoring.
Remote modem diagnostic testing.
Remote modem configuration control, speed
control, port configuration and straps.
Alarms for fault condition.
Administrative message exchange.
Upward Compatibility with Racal-Milgo








Information and Control Center
Standard Features
Omnimode 48 operates on 4 wire point-to-point
and multipoint unconditioned lines. The basic
modem incorporates several modulation
methods and training sequences as well as
built-in remote test features, all on a single
Drinted circuit hoard.
Loop
Digital Loop, Analog Loop
CCITT Loop 2 (all or individual port), Loop 2
Loop 4, and Test Tone generation.
Test
Self Error Test End to End Error Test




All Modem and Option Straps
Built In Remote Test
Omnimode uses an inband signaling technique
to enable rapid and comprehensive fault isola¬
tion. Remote Test provides the traditional
remote unattended analog and digital loop-
backs. and in addition offers remote
Compatibility
MPS 48- When soft strapped as an MPS 48,
Omnimode is completely compatible with the
previous Racal-Milgo products, and can be
easily phased in to an existing network.
Omnimode 48 operates at 4800 bps with a 26
millisecond RTSCTS response time and at
a fallback speed of 2400 bps.
MPS 4827- Omnimode may also be soft
strapped to operate in the CCITT V.27 bis com¬
patible mode. This provides 4800 bps operation
with a 2400 bps fallback speed. This mode of
operation provides either 50 ms training for
V.27 compatibility or 19.2 ms training for higher
throunhnut
unattended:
Self Error Test End to End Poll Tes
Self Polling Test 1004 Hz Test Tone
End to End Error Test
While the tests are running, the actual error
count is displayed on the front panel.
The loops are also displayed and activated in
CCITT V.54 compatible format.
L2- Remote Digital Loop
L3- Local Analog Loop
L4- Remote Line Side Loop
L4 L2 may be performed with error test.
Information and Control Center
Omnimode's front panel provides you with
an information and control center for complete
access to all modem and optional functions.
The panel may be locked to protect against
unauthorized use or data interruption, while
still permitting you to monitor any function. An
authorized operator may access those func¬
tions by entering a password.
Status




Tests in progress and error counts
Physical Description
The Omnimode front panel is easily removed
for access to the PC cards and power supply.
The package contains 3 cards, the modem,
multiport, and RMC. The power switch and
fuse are on the front of the power supply. The
modem operates on several voltage ranges for
worldwide application.
Options
Remote Modem Control (RMC)
The RMC option extends the information and
control center to all of the remote Omnimode
modems on a point-to-point or multipoint line.
The central site operator can address a remote
modem and have complete access to all front
panel functions.
In addition, the RMC option will detect fault
conditions and send alarms. The central site
operator has complete access to remote
modem strapping, configuration, testing, as
well as line and interface status.
The central site operator is automatically
notified of any fault conditions by an audible
and visual alarm accompanied by the reporting







The call function of the RMC provides a fast
and economical method to exchange adminis¬
trative messages. The operator at either end
selects a Call Number (0-9) and transmits it to
the other end where it is displayed with an
audible alert.
A Racal-Milgo Network Management System
adds additional capabilities, including non-
interruptive analog parameters, such as
transmit and receive levels, signal-to-noise ratio
and phase jitter, frequency translation and clock
slew, as well as color-graphic presentations of
these parameters.
Multiport- MP2, MP4
Two Multiport options are available, one with 2
ports and one with 4 ports. Both are backward
compatible with Racal-Milgo's MPS 48, and the
MPS 4827. The port speeds can be assigned
locally from the front panel in any combination
of 1200 bps, 2400 bps, 3600 bps, or 4800 bps.
Individual port interface monitor and digital
loop can be performed locally without
interruotina data on the remainina oorts.
Both Multiports also include the ability to
simulate control signals independently on each
port. RTSDCD simulation makes the port
appear as a switched carrier link and the
RingDTR simulation makes the port appear as
a dial uo link.
Adding RMC to a Multiport enables the
operator at one end to fully control the local
and remote multiport including: interface
monitor, port speed, testing, and all strapping.
The RMCMultiport combination also provides
the DYNAMODE capability which automatically
configures the port speeds of both modems
according to the active terminals. The ports
may be defined as fixed or dynamic or variable
tn annnmmodatfi various aDDlications.
Secondary Channel Tertiary Channel (S2S7)
Two side channels are available with
Omnimode for transmission of low speed
asynchronous data. The channels are indepen¬
dent FSK channels, which operate up to 150
bps full duplex, one below the main channel
and one above.
Technical Specifications
Line Requirements and Operating Modes
Omnimode 48 operates in half- or full-duplex
mode over 4-wire dedicated Type 3002 uncondi¬
tioned voice channels; International Type
M1040 or equivalent lines. This modem may be
used on either point-to-point or multidrop lines.
Data Transfer Rate
When configured as an MPS 48 or V.27 bis, the
data transfer rate is 4800 bps with a fallback
speed of 2400 bps.
V.27 or V.27 bis Modulation
Differential 8 phase at 4800 bps.
Differential 4 phase at 2400 bps.
Digital Interface
EIA RS-232C CCITT V.24V.28.
Transmit VF Interface
Signal level 0 to -15 dBm, selectable in 1 dB
increments.
Impedance 600 ohms resistive, balanced.
Signal bandwidth: 1600 Hz (1000-2600 Hz) at
4800 bps; 1200 Hz (1200-2400 Hz) at 2400 bps
(fallback).
Carrier Frequency: 1800 Hz ±1 Hz.
Clock Frequency:
For External Use, 4800 Hz ±.01% with 50%
± 1% duty cycle.
From External Source, 4800 Hz ±.01% with
50%± 1% duty cycle.
Receive VF Interface
Dynamic Ranges:
0 to -31 dBm; or
-8 to -39 dBm; or
-17 to -48 dBm.
Clock Frequency: Equal to the data bit rate and
synchronized with the transmitter clock.
Low End Secondary channel (S-2)
Operating up to 150 BPS- frequency range
340-500 Hz, centered at 420 Hz.
High End Tertiary channel (S-7)
Operating up to 150 BPS- frequency range




2 port Multiport @4800 bps:
1 x 4800; 2 x 2400; 1 x 3600+ 1 x 1200 bps.
2 port Multiport @2400 bps:
1 x 2400; 2 x 1200 bps.
4 port Multiport @4800 bps:
1 x 4800; 2 x 2400; 1 x 3600+ 1 x 1200 bps.
1 x 2400+ 2 x 1200; 4 x 1200 bps.
4 port Multiport @2400 bps:

















Omnimode 48 is equipped with a world-wide
power supply. A switch is provided to select





Line frequency is 47-65 Hz single phase.
Physical Specifications
Desk Top Package
3.5 High without feet (8.89 cm.)
17.5 Wide (44.45 cm.)
15.5 Deep (39.38 cm.)








• MP2 (2 port- multiport)
• MP4 (4 port- multiport)
• RMC (Remote Modem Control)
• S-2 (Secondary channel- low end FSH
• S-7 (Tertiary channel- high end FSK)
• E.P.G. (Eye Pattern Generator)
FIA RS-44Q—P.nntar.t Fartm
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Description
Omnimode 96 offers superior performance and
advanced features for your data communica¬
tions requirements, today and tomorrow.
The modem is firmware based for maximum
flexibility. Omnimode can operate as an MPS
9601 for integration into existing networks, or as
a CCITT V.29 compatible modem, MPS 9629 for
international applications.
All of the modem's functions are controlled
from the Front Panel Information and Control
Center. You can change the modem's speed,
port configuration, transmit level, strapping,
even the modulation and training method- all
from the Front Panel.
The Remote Modem Control option extends
all of this capability to your remote sites- even
on multidrop lines- without remote operators or
technicians. RMC also provides you with alarms
for fault conditions, and lets you send admin¬
istrative messages to and from your remote
sites.
As your network expands, and you need
more comprehensive capability, you can add a
Racal-Milgo Network Management System
without any changes to your existing Omni¬
mode network.
Features
Firmware based for maximum flexibility.
• CCITT V.29, MPS 9629, and MPS 9601
compatible.
• No hardware straps.
• Non-volatile storage (no batteries).
Powerful Custom LSI Signal Processors provide
superior on-line performance.
• 253 ms training (MPS 9629V.29 compatible).
• 30 ms training (MPS 9601 compatible).
Standalone tabletop and high density central
site card nest versions.
Up to 16 modems in 1534 inches of rack
height with redundant power supply.
Multiport
4 port- any combination 2400, 4800, 7200, 9600.
Control signal simulation enables each port to
operate in the switched carrier or remote
dial-up mode.
Front Panel
The Information and Control Center.
• Complete modem, line, and interface status.
• Thorough diagnostic testing.
• Full control of all modem configuration and
option parameters.
• Password access for network security.
• Blank Front Panel also available for reduced
cost and restricted access locations (RMC
must be included).
Optional Remote Modem Control
• Remote modem status monitoring.
• Remote modem diagnostic testing.
• Remote modem configuration control,
speed control, port configuration and straps.
• Alarms for fault conditions.
• Administrative message exchange.
Upward Compatibility with Racal-Milgo Network
Management Systems.
Omnimode 96,
Master Information and Control Center,
vStandard Features
Omnimode 96 operates on most 4-wire point-to-
point and multipoint type 3002 unconditioned
lines. The basic modem incorporates several
modulation methods and training sequences
as apII as hi lilt-in ramntp fast fpaturps
Compatibility
MPS 9601- When soft strapped as an MPS 9601,
Omnimode is completely compatible with the
previous Racal-Milgo products, and can be easi¬
ly phased into an existing network. Omnimode
96 operates at 9600 bps with a 30 millisecond
RTSCTS response time and 7200 4800 bps
fallback speeds.
MPS 9629CCITT V.29- Omnimode may also
be soft strapped to operate in CCITT compatible
mode. This provides 9600 bps operation with
7200 4800 bps fallback speeds, per CCITT
V.29. This mode of operation provides either
253 ms training for V.29 compatibility or 30 ms
traininn for hinhor thrminhnut
Information and Control Center
Omnimode's front panel provides you with an
information and control center for complete
access to all modem and option functions. The
panel may be locked to protect against
unauthorized use or data interruption, while still
permitting you to monitor any function. An
authorized operator may access those functions
by entering a password.
Status




Tests in progress and error counts
Loop
Digital Loop, Analog Loop
CCITT Loop 2 (all ports or individual ports),
Loop 3, and Loop 4









All Modem and Option Straps
Built-in Remote Test
Omnimode uses an in-band signaling technique
to enable rapid and comprehensive fault isola¬
tion. Remote Test provides remote unattended
analog and digital loopbacks. In addition, it also





1004 Hz Test Tone
While the tests are running, the actual error
count is displayed on the front panel.
The loops are displayed and activated in
CCITT V.54 compatible format.
L2- Remote Digital Loop
L3- Local Analog Loop
L4- Remote Line Side Loop
L2 and L4 may be performed with error test
Physical Description
Omnimode is available in Standalone and
Central Site card versions.
The Standalone Omnimode front panel is
easily removed for access to the PC cards and
power supply. The package contains a maxi¬
mum of 3 cards; the modem, multiport, and
RMC. The power switch and fuse are on the
front of the power supply. The modem operates
on several voltage ranges for worldwide appli¬
cations.
Omnimode CS allows up to 16 central site
modems, in combinations of 4800 and 9600 bps,
to be installed in any slot in the card shelf
maximizing slot utilization and shelf density. A
common front panel controls up to four shelves
of Omnimode modems in a standard 6 ft. rack.
Options
Remote Modem Control (RMC)
The RMC option extends the information and
control center to all of the remote Omnimode
modems on a point-to-point or multipoint line.
The central site operator can address a remote
and have complete access to all front panel
functions. These include: monitoring the status
of the modem, line, and interface, running
diagnostic tests, and changing configurations
and straps.
In addition, the RMC option detects fault
conditions, sounds an audible alert, and sends
alarms which are displayed on the central site







The Call function of the RMC provides a fast
and economical method to exchange adminis¬
trative messages. The operator at either end
selects a Call Number (0-9) and transmits it to
any or all remote Omnimode modems, where it
is displayed with an audible alert.
A Racal-Milgo Network Management System
adds additional capabilities, including non-
interruptive analog parameters, such as transmit
and receive levels, signal-to-noise ratio and
phase jitter, frequency translation and clock
slew, as well as color-graphic presentations of
these parameters.
Four-port Multiport- MP4
An Omnimode multiport option is available which
is backward compatible with Racal-Milgo's
MPS 9601 and MPS 9629. The port speeds can
be assigned locally from the front panel in any
combination of 2400, 4800, 7200 or 9600 bps.
Individual port interface monitor and digital
loop can be performed without interrupting data
on the remaining ports.
Multiport also includes the ability to simulate
control signals independently on each port.
RTSDCD simulation makes the port appear as a
switched carrier link and the RingDTR simula¬
tion makes the port appear as a dial-up link.
Adding RMC to a Multiport enables the
operator at one end to fully control the local
and remote multiport including: interface
monitor, port speed, testing, and all strapping.
The RMCMultiport combination also provides
the DYNAMODE capability which automatically
configures the port speeds of both modems
according to the active terminals. The port
may be defined as fixed, dynamic, or variable
to accommodate various applications.
RMC also provides a remote unattended port
switching capability which can replace external
AB switches. For example, Port 1 at one end
can be switched to Port 1, 2, 3 or 4 at the other
end.
Secondary Channel (S2)
A side channel is available with Omnimode 96
for transmission of low speed asynchronous
data. The channel is an independent FSK chan¬
nel which operates up to 75 bps full duplex,
6dB below the main channel.
How to Order
Basic Omnimode 96 with
MP4 (4 port-multiport) option
RMC (Remote Modem Control) option
S-2 (Secondary channel-low end FSK) option
E.P.G. (Eye Pattern Generator) option
Technical Specifications
Line Requirements and Operating Modes
Omnimode 96 operates in half- or full-duplex
mode over most 4-wire dedicated Type 3002
unconditioned voice channels; International
Type M1040 or equivalent lines. This modem
may be used on either point-to-point or
multidrop circuits.
Data Transfer Rate
The data transfer rate is 9600 bps with fallback
speeds of 7200 and 4800 bps.
Modulation
8-phase 2-amplitude modulation at 9600 bps pei
CCITT Recommendation V.29.
Digital Interface
EIA RS-232C, CCITT V.24V.28.
Transmit VF Interface
Signal level 0 to -15 dBm, selectable in
1 dB increments.
Impedance 600 ohms resistive, balanced.
Transmit VF Interface (Continued)
Signal Bandwidth: 2400 Hz (500- 2900 Hz).
Carrier Frequency: 1700 Hz.
Clock Frequency: For External Use,
9600 Hz ±.01% with 50% ±5% duty cycle.
Receive VF Interface
Dynamic Ranges: 0 to -31 dBm; or -8 to
-39 dBm; or -17 to -44 dBm.
Clock Frequency: Equal to the data bit rate and
is data derived.
Low End Secondary Channel (S2)
Operating up to 75 BPS- frequency range





1 x 9600; 1 x 7200+ 1 x 2400;
1 x 4800;+ 2 x 2400;
2 x 4800; 4 x 2400 bps
7200 bps
1 x 7200; 1 x 4800+ 1 x 2400;
3 x 2400 bps
4800 bps
















Omnimode 96 is equipped with a worldwide
power supply. A switch is provided to selecl
one of four AC ranges:
115 VAC; 103-127 VAC
230 VAC; 206-254 VAC
100 VAC; 89-112 VAC
200 VAC; 178-224 VAC
Line frequency is 47-65 Hz single phase.
Physical Specifications
Desk Top Package
3.5 High without feet (8.89 cm.)
17.5 Wide (44.45 cm.)
15.5 Deep (39.37 cm.)
16.0 lbs. (7.26 kg.) fully optioned
1601 N. Harrison Parkway, P.O. Box 407044, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33340-7044 Telephone (305) 475-1601 TWX: 510-955-4145 GOSGK3







Large systems capability sup-
porting networks with more than
1.000 ports
Network management providing:
- Easy network configuration
- Single point control
Choice of two standard series
with 96 or 144 ports and 6 data
links




Fault tolerant system design 144 PORTS96 PORTS
Automatic alternate routing
The NETWORKING MICROPLEXER User-selectable switching with theTraffic balancing capability
NETWORKING MICROPLEXERData Communications System is
Data link rates up to 19,200 BPS System is easy and convenient.the focal point for large and versa-
standard tile data communications networks. Each group of ports at a network
resource can be identified andMultiple high speed data links,
Restricted access port groups
requested by a mnemonicadvanced switching capabilities,
Statistical multiplexing of both name. The NETWORKINGand computer assisted control give
asynchronous and synchronous MICROPLEXER System alsodesigners great flexibility in net-
data including SDLC responds to simplified numeric callwork configuration. These net-
formats.works can include more than 1000User definable resource
ports distributed over manyidentification The NETWORKING MICROPLEXER
locations. System interfaces with the networkInteractive Terminal Interface
manager control unit for configur-Programmable switching and con-providing a menu of additional
ing and maintaining the network.tention are integral features of thecommands usable during an
NETWORKING MICROPLEXER This microcomputer based productestablished session
incorporates special user-friendlySystem. Any port in the network
Global message of the day utility programs that allow tele-can be a switching port with the
capability of requesting connection communications managers to con-i Comprehensive hardware and
trol the entire network.to other ports, local or remote. The
software diagnostics
telecommunications manager sets
Traffic balancing and error cor-
Successive call requests permit- in advance the calling rights for
rected communications provideted for dial-in users without each port, defining which resour-
high data throughput and auto-
reconnection to network ces each user can access and how
matic adjustment to failed com-








System is the hub of large and
powerful data communications sys¬
tems utilizing the full SWITCHING
MICROPLEXER product line.
Figure 1 shows some of the diverse
applications of these networks. A
QUAD SWITCHING
MICROPLEXER unit supports high
traffic volume with the central site
through two traffic balancing data
links. A single SWITCHING
MICROPLEXER unit at a remote
site provides access to the full
resources of the central site for up
to 48 switching and contention
channels.
Two SWITCHING MICROPLEXER
units at additional sites share alter¬
nate routing capability for protec¬
tion against communications line
failures and for continued access
to the central site when one data
link is blocked.
Remote hubbing using a QUAD
SWITCHING MICROPLEXER unit
reduces the number of long and
expensive communications lines














































Figure 1. Typical NETWORKING MICROPLEXER System Applications
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The capabilities of the NETWORKING
VIICROPLEXER System meet the
needs of very large and complex
data communications networks.
Large Systems Capability
Through 6 data links and the use ol
remote hubbing, networks with
more than 1,000 ports can be
supported.
Network Management
The Network Manager micro¬
computer provides a simplified
approach to network configurator
and control. All port and system
parameters can be entered at the
Network Manager unit. System
verification checks assure consis¬
tency and conformity to network
architecture. Mnemonic identifiers
are available for data link and port
assignments.
Two Standard Series
96 port and 144 port series are
available. All models in each series
have 6 data links for maximum flex
ibility. All advanced system fea¬
tures are available in both series.
Integral Switching and
Contention
Switching and contention are
standard. No additional software or
hardware is required for the user to
program each of the 96 or 144
ports to operate as:
• Contention ports that accept
but do not initiate connections
to other ports.
• Contending ports that compete
for access to a specified group
of contention ports
• Selecting ports that can choose
connections to any contention
group, contending port, or
other selecting port.
• Dedicated ports that are pro¬
grammed for exclusive connec¬
tion to 1 other port.
Fault Tolerant Design
Error corrected communications,
traffic balancing, and automatic
alternate routing are among the
features that give the NETWORKING
MICROPLEXER System an unusua
capability to maintain communica¬




networks seek alternate routing for
call requests when traffic flow on
the preferred data link is blocked. I
an alternate path is available, the
call can still be completed.
Traffic Balancing
A NETWORKING MICROPLEXER
System and a QUAD SWITCHING
MICROPLEXER can balance data
flow over 2 data links to minimize
delays and achieve a combined
throughput of 38,400 BPS. Traffic
balancing optimizes high volume
applications and provides fallback
capability. If either data link or a
modem fails, all traffic is automati¬
cally routed over the remaining
data link without data loss. When
the data link is restored, normal
traffic balancing resumes over both
data links.
Standard Data Link Rates to
19,200 BPS
The 6 data links of the NETWORKING
MICROPLEXER System can each




define sets of one or more ports as
restricted resource groups.
Members of the groups cannot be
accessed by ports outside the
group.
Two levels of password protection
exclude unauthorized users from
issuing commands at either the
local or network level.




System uses statistical multiplexing
techniques to concentrate up to
144 ports on 6 data links. Both
asynchronous and synchronous
data can be multiplexed together.
Any 5, 6, 7, or 8 bit asynchronous
code plus a parity bit can be
accommodated including ASCII,
Baudot, BCD, and codes for 9-bit
graphics terminals. Synchronous
protocols include SDLC and
RISYNO




Managers can assign simple, des
criptive names to each network
resource. Users then select the
network resource by entering the
assigned name.
Interactive Terminal Interface
System users can call up a menu of
commands for reviewing important
network messages, reviewing the
network directory, and altering
echoplex at their port.
Global Message of the Day
The NETWORKING MICROPLEXER
System will transmit a single mes¬
sage to all selecting ports and cer¬
tain contending ports that issue a
service request. Information such
as computer backup times can be
broadcast throughout the network.
Comprehensive Diagnostics
System diagnostics allow trouble¬
shooting of problems that may
arise at any unit in the network.
These diagnostics include:
• internal hardware and firmware
tests
• localremote data port and data
link loopback tests
• special test messages
SPECIFICATIONS
On-line port loopbacks can be per¬
formed without affecting other sys¬
tem operations.
Successive Call Requests from
Dial-In Users
NETWORKING MICROPLEXER
networks enable dial-in users to
access different resources in suc¬
cession without exiting from the
network. This feature avoids costly
delays due to busy conditions on
dial-up lines.
Ports:
Up to 144 ports per unit with speed,




Standard asynchronous speeds are
50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600,
1200, 1800, 2000, 2400, 3600, 4800,
7200. and 9600 BPS.
Asynchronous Data Codes:
5, 6, 7, or 8 data bits plus parity; 1,
1.5, or 2 rest bits.
Synchronous Protocols:
IBM BISYNC, IBM SDLC, ICL Syn¬
chronous, Honeywell VIP and RLP,
CDC UT-200.
Data Base Memory Protect:
Rechargeable batteries maintain
the user-programmed data base in
memory for approximately 90 days
without AC power. Batteries will
automatically recharge during 16
hours of normal operation.
Interfaces:
EIA RS-232C; CCITT V.24V.28;




1.382M BPS (144 x 9600 BPS). Al
ports can operate simultaneously
at 9600 BPS.
Memory Capacity:
RAM: up to 672K bytes.
Data base: 9K bytes.
Program: up to 624K bytes
Data Links:
Six synchronous links standard
with data rates of 19,200 BPS per
link.
Data Link Control:
Synchronous X.25, level 2 based,
with dynamic block size
adjustment.
Data Link Error Control:
16 bit cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) character with ARQ
protection.
Physical Configuration:
Single or dual bay 6' rack.
AC Power Requirements:
115 ±10 VAC; 230± VAC: 47 to 63
Hz: single phase.
1240 watts minimum for 96 port
series.
1860 watts minimum for 144 port
series.
Heat Dissipation:
4,240 BTUshour typical for 96 por
series.




from 0 to 45° C. Relative humidity
to 95% (non-condensing).












As in previous years
the financial results
again reflect the two
most important streng¬
ths of Cable Wireless
Systems Ltd., effective
management of resources
and the skill and dedica¬
tion of our employees.
During the year a re¬
view of the C W Group's
Far East and Pacific
Area business required
the Chief Executive's
responsibilities to be ex¬
panded to include group
interests in the Pacific







Systems Ltd. remains a
wholly owned subsidiary
of the C W group with




to be housed in Mercury
House in the central
finance district of Hong
Kong, where it now
occupies five floors in
accommodating its staff
of 250, a well-equipped
computer room, extensive








Sequels. This has permit¬
ted the extension of the
centralised WORDMATE
word-processing system
to all areas in the Com¬









Racal-Vadic in the data
products field, Harris in
the PABX market place,
T-Bar with data switching
and Lear Siegler with
visual display units, have
all sold well throughout
the year. From the United
Kingdom the Company's
ongoing relationship with
Emerson for the provision
of Uninterruptible Power
Supplies continues to be
rewarding, and a new re¬
lationship with CASE for
data and message switch¬
ing systems is blossoming.
In the forthcoming
year Systems will con¬
tinue to discharge its
responsibilities to projects
on hand in a its usual
thoroughly professional
manner. These include
provision of CCTV, Radio
and Telephone networks
for the Hong Kong Mass
Transit Railway's Island
Line, and an Asia-wide
data switching network
involving twenty-one
sites in fourteen coun¬
tries. Systems' own pro¬
duct range, the 'Message-
mate' and 'Officemate'
series, will continue to
develop, whilst the com¬
puterised ticketing service
'Ticketmate' will increa¬
singly expand in the gen¬
eral entertainment area.
The Cable and Wireless
Systems' board of Direc¬
tors views the business
expansion achieved in the
financial year 198384
as a consolidation of the
position of the Company
as a major high-techno¬
logy 'systems house', a
trader in sophisticated
communications pro¬
ducts, and as a provider
of telecommunication







As one of Asia s
largest communications'
systems companies, 'We'
provide a diverse range
of telecommunication
and data communication
services and products to
an even more diverse




And who are 'We'?
Cable and Wireless
Systems Ltd. If the
name sounds familiar,
its because we're part of
the worldwide Cable
Wireless Group— yet a
very distinct and
independent part—




was created in 1972 and
has been steadily





clients in many countries
and maintains offices and
agents throughout Asia,
the Mid-East and the
Pacific. And most recently
in the People's Republic
of China.
And what do 'We' do
Just about everything

















has also been known to
design and produce its
own technology,
equipment, parts and
software to meet specific
specialised project
requirements.
No matter how large
or small a project or
how simple or complex
a client's needs, Systems
assures a 'Total Solution'.
Or in other words, the
optimum answer to a
specific problem. Systems
is able to provide 'Total
Solutions' because it's
not restricted to a limited
range of product and
because of its experienced
technical support staff
who analyse every aspect
of the 'problem' before
making any recommen¬
dations.

































Systems. All of these
provide for maximised
and cost efficient usage
of voice communications
for both local and long
haul applications.
ComputerRadio systems comprising of
EnvironmentalCommunication static uninterruptible
ProductsProducts power supply (U.P.S.)
battery systems andIn keeping with theWithin this catagory
full service `Total
diesel generators.falls the wide options of
Solution' concept thatradio transmission
Systems maintains, thetechniques and the
telecommunicationsequipment and
division can provide atechnology to maximise
complete selection oftheir usage. The radio
computer room relatedsystems include HF,
products and services.VHF, UHF and
microwave. Systems also These include precise
microprocessorprovides the technology
controlled airand engineering design
conditioning systems,facilities to effectively
power transformers,and efficiently
ferro and electronicrecommend and use
controlled stabilizers,these various
computer floors andtransmission methods.
complete no-breakIn support of their
design and planning
recommendations,
Systems can also offer a
detailed range of






(i.e. modems, multi- minimise redundant
plexers and advanced equipment while reducing
networking design and capital outlay. The
engineering). They even group's StorageTek
accelerating and cachingprovide network .mana-
gement and restoral devices provide state-
systems as well as the of- the-art options
to standard `high-
important test equip-
ment to assure the sys- performance' storage
tem's function at maxi- disks.
mum performance levels.
Electronic Message
per finals Handling systems
Computer Systems
Hardware is a major In the quest to
Systems' other major sub-division providing a provide the most
divison is Computer efficient and costdiverse range of products
Systems which comprises effective solutions to ourwhich include printers
the distribution, sales by Oki, Tally and Extel client's communications
and servicing of com- VDUs by Lear Seigler problems, Systems has
puter systems, data com- Facsimile terminals by created and produced its
munications equipment, Hitachi and a complete own lines of electronic
peripherals and other line of data test equip- message handling
systems:ment. By offering such acomputer related pro-
Officemate -Designedducts. Offering such a versatile range of pro-
diverse range of pro- ducts, Systems can provide to make office
ducts and services, this its clients with the communications more
precise components theydivision can provide efficient and cost
`total solution' capability need for their specific effective, Officemate is a
in meeting clients' needs needs. Solutions to microcomputer based
... from simple hardware client's problems are not system designed to
sales and installation to limited to one or two interact with telex and
complex turnkey product Sines.
private-wire to provide
projects. an intra- departmental
Computer Systems Peripherals network. The system
consists of several sub-
realises a savings inIn the field of
divisions broken down
Database Management staff (telex-room and
by product categories:
Systems peripheral messenger personnel)
switching and storage and the elimination of
Data
utilization, the division multi-part teleprinter
Communications
is supported by market stationery and
Transmitting, storing leaders such as Microdata, photocopying.
and retrieving data is T-Bar and StorageTek Telexmate II The
highly complex in to- featuring IBM Compat- system is a
day's information inten- ible Equipment. microprocessor
sive world. This group T-Bar products help controlled telex
specializes, in the Systems' clients respond interface unit that
services and products to to peak data communica- enables every user's
organize and distribute tions demands, maximise computer, word
a client's data resources
computer utilization and processor or intelligent
terminal to create, send
and receive messages
over a public telex













of Systems' family of mes¬
sage handling systems,
Beeline is one of the
most powerful
communication tools
available, yet is simple
and cost effective to use.
A single unit— slightly
larger than a filing




to contact any other—
locally or globally—
regardless of the type or












Beeline can be expanded
— virtually without
limit— to meet your
growing communication
needs.
Mass Transit Railway (MTR)
Unless you're





not be all that familiar a
name to you. However,
there's a good chance
our presence touches
you everyday... in your





markets or riding on
Hong Kong's Mass
Transit Railway. You
may not see our name
or realise we're there,
but you've most likely


















waves do not carry for


























corridors of Hong Kong
Island, Systems once
again became involved.
This time the extent of
the project grew to not
only include the radio
communications system,
but also a closed circuit
TV monitoring system
for the MTR and Hong





Being able to listen
to your radio may not
seem like a great feat as
it's become a basic
accepted convenience we
all take for granted.
However, when driving
through a tunnel (where
radio transmissions don'1
normally reach) the loss





Systems was called on
to solve two specific
problems: CD To provide
radio reception in the
Cross Harbour Tunnel
for two FM and five AM
broadcast frequencies.





was solved once again
with a 'leaky' coaxial
cable running the length
of the tunnel thus
allowing radio contact to
command centres
outside the tunnel itself.
The first require¬
ment was not so easily
solved as each of the five
radio frequencies to be
carried in the tunnel
actually had to be
retransmitted into the
tunnel system which
again consisted of a
'leaky' coaxial cable.
The major obstacles
were assuring that the
five transmitters used in
the tunnel system were
broadcasting at proper
and consistent power
levels so that there
would be no perceived
difference in broadcast
quality from inside and
outside the tunnel. And
that no tunnel
transmissions would
leak outside the tunnel
entrance boundaries
which would be in
violation of Hong Kong
broadcasting
regulations. Systems'
technical staff had to
closely liaise with the
Hong Kong Post Office
which is the regulatory
body for radio
transmission licensing.
Coast Station at Wai Ying
Recently there has
been a great deal of
international activity in
the People's Republic of
China regarding oil
exploration. As many of
the world's major oil
companies began
offshore explorations it
became evident that the






was that the timescale
required and the
location made it




station was built— in
containerised units— in
Hong Kong and then
transported to the site
by ship. The technology
itself was not unique
















expanded its role by





services to the people of
Hong Kong and Macau.
Through conveniently
located Ticketmate sites,
consumers can book a







Jetfoil and all Hong
Kong Art Centre
functions. Open since
June, 1982, the success
of Ticketmate has been
overwhelming— having
so far sold over five





IfiyHBiK lit-- 11 iM
software from the U.S.,
quickly and efficiently
handles transactions
from 11 outlets located
throughout Hong Kong




can be expressed by its
99%+ reliability.
Utilising an Emerson
U.P.S., even the occas¬
sional power failures
experienced in Hong



































Dracon Div. (Harris Corp.)
Eddystone Radio Co. Ltd.
Emerson Electric
English Electric Valve Co. Ltd.
Extel





Ling Dynamic Systems Ltd.
Loral-Terracom


























Cable and Wireless Systems Ltd.
Mercury House




We've got your system.
Member of the Cable and Wireless Worldwide Communications Group.



























1200 bps Half-Duplex Modems..
2400 bps Half-Duplex Modems..
1200 bps Full-Duplex Modems...

























































































CMS 700 Remote Dial System
(RDS)
CMS Data Control Unit (DCU)...
Special Network Components..
Remote Modem Transfer Switch
(RMTS)Markll
EIA Mark II Switch
Digital Mixing Module(DMM)90
Model 42 Analog Mixing
Module (AMM)
Model 36 Loop Adapter (LA)





















Model 68 Series Registered
Connecting Devices (RCDs)
Model 121 Automatic Line
Adapter (ALA)
Model 122 Registered Automatic
Line Adapter (RALA)
Model 124 Registered Manual
Line Adapter (RM LA)
Model 68 A2 Registered
Connecting Device (RCD)
Model 502 Adapterphone
Dial Line Selector (DLS)
Test Sets
Model 220 Transmission Test Set
Model 70 CD Patch Panel
Model 711 Dynamic Test Set....
ASA III Asynchronous
Synchronous Adapter

























Cable Access Point PL1000
Planet Starter Pack PL15-SP...
High Density Planet PL4000
PL4000 High Density Nest
PL2001 TAP Card
PL1001 External Interface Card.
Protocol and Code Translators..
Model 404 Protocol and Code
Translator
Model 202 Protocol and Code
Translator
Protocol and Code Translations.
Media Conversion Bureau
Terminals
























Model 45508260 Printer Interface.






































Since 1955, data communications users seeking
innovative, dependable products for transporting
data have turned to the company that is today
called Racal-Milgo. Early on, as Milgo Electronic
Corporation, the company built a solid reputation by
developing reliable data handling equipment for both
commercial and government applications. Milgo
modems, for example, were used extensively by
NASA in the nation's aerospace program.
In succeeding years, Milgo kept on making its mark in
data communications, breaking through the barriers
of accepted high-speed modem technology to
introduce narrow-band modems that used a mere
fraction of the available bandwidth...modems that
reduced line costs by allowing voice and data to be
transmitted simultaneously...and a series of
microprocessor-based modems that reduced line
equalization time and greatly improved transmission
efficiency.
By the time Milgo joined the Racal Electronics Group
of companies, becoming Racal-Milgo, the company
was firmly established as one of the world's leading
independent suppliers of first-quality data
communications products. As part of the Racal
group, Racal-Milgo's capability to deliver products
and services all over the world was further
strengthened. Having increased its resources and
technological base considerably, Racal-Milgo
quickened its pace in developing innovative products
to meet an even wider range of data communications
requirements.
Over nearly three decades, Racal-Milgo has developed
the ability to first specify and then satisfy total
network requirements. It's a time-tested approach
solidly based on a carefully cultivated team effort that
combines extensive engineering capabilities,
advanced production techniques, stringent quality
control, and hard-nosed product performance
standards.
This ongoing, coordinated process fosters new
product designs that are practical to produce and
test. It maintains progressive production capabilities
that support creative engineering possibilities. It
requires exhaustive testing to maintain consistent
product quality. And it ultimately measures product
success in the only arena where it can ever truly be
proven— on-line in customer networks.
We think that's why products and systems designed,
manufactured, and implemented by Racal-Milgo today
serve the diverse needs of communications users all
over the world. And why we've been granted over 20
new patents in the last two years alone.
Among our customers are some of the most
prestigious names in business today...businesses
that demand reliable, flexible data communications
from a stable supplier that can meet their needs both
now and in the future. Racal-Milgo products are
currently up and running in networks of many of the
world's major airlines, a number of internationally
known banking and financial institutions, oil refiners,
automobile manufacturers, and many branches of
government and the military.
We've come a long way since 1955, but then so have
the needs of data communications users. We've been
there every step of the way...developing innovative
ways to apply a range of advanced technologies...
producing products and systems that provide the
tools to increase the capabilities of existing networks
...specifying and implementing new networks
designed to be functional and flexible for many years
to come.
The following pages will give you an overview of the
products, systems, and services we currently offer.
But for a complete picture of our full capabilities,
you'd have to see us in action...assisting users in
formulating network requirements, and then
designing the most effective configuration to deliver
the superior performance, increased operating
efficiency, and reduced operating costs that are
together the hallmark of the Racal-Milgo systems
approach to providing data communications
solutions to meet the needs of our customers.
Whether you need to transport data in a local office
environment or throughout a complex information
processing network, Racal-Milgo is ready and able to
help you make it happen. We provide a unified





The Omnimode series of modems
is designed especially to meet
the needs of large and expanding data
communications networks. This
firmware-based modem series includes
Omnimode 48, Omnimode 96,
Omnimode 14.4, and Omnimode Central
Site (OS). Based on the most advanced
communications and computer
technology available, the Omnimode
design offers network users the
simplicity of complete front panel
control over one or an entire network
of Omnimode modems.
SERIES FEATURES
Front Panel Information and Control
Center
• Instant information on modem, line,
and interface status.
• Configuration, speed, and strapping
control.
• Password access code to protect
against unauthorized use.
Advanced Diagnostic Capabilities
• Standard modem and line tests.
• CCITT V.54 loop tests for international
requirements.
Maximum Flexibility
• Compatible with previous Racal-Milgo
products.
• No hardware straps.
• Non-volatile memory storage of all
configuration and strap settings.
SERIES OPTIONS
Remote Modem Control (RMC)
• Remote modem status monitoring.
• Remote modem testing.
• Remote modem configuration control,
speed control, port configuration,
and strapping.
• Alarms for fault conditions.
• Administrative message exchange.
• Upward compatibility with Racal-Milgo
network management systems.
Multiport
• Two- andor four-port options.
• Flexible speed assignment and
combinations, up to modem's
maximum data speed.
• Control signal simulation for
switched carrier operation or
remote dial-up mode.
Secondary and Tertiary Channel Options
• Independent asynchronous data




• Operates at data rates up to 4800 bps
with 2400 bps fallback.
• Flexible compatibility (CCITT V.27,
Racal-Milgo MPS 48, and MPS 4827).
• RMC for complete remote control.
• Two- and four-port multiport options.
• Eye pattern generator option.
• Secondary and tertiary FSK options.
Omnimode 96
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• Operates at data rates up to 9600 bps
with fallback speeds of 7200 and
4800 bps.
• Flexible compatibility (CCITT V.29,
Racal-Milgo MPS 9629, and MPS 9601).
• RMC for complete remote control.
• Four-port multiport option.
• Eye pattern generator option.




• Operates at data rates up to 14.4 Kbps
with 12 Kbps fallback.
• RMC for complete remote control.
• Four-port multiport option.
• Eye pattern generator option.
• Secondary channel low-end FSK
option.
Omnimode Central Site (CS)
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
Master Information and Control Center
• Monitors, tests, and controls entire
rack of modems.
• Monitors corresponding
communications links for alarms,
tests, and calls.
Maximum Slot Utilization
• Flexibility for mixing of modem
speeds and options in the same shelf.
• Allows single modem removal without
interrupting operation of remaining
modems.
Optional automatic power back-up.
Individual DC regulators.
Upward compatibility with Racal-Milgo
network management systems.
High-density Shelf
• 16 Omnimode modems per CS shelf.





I 24 LSI MARKII
CMS™ 24
The CMS 24 modem offers built-in
diagnostic, restoral, and man¬
agement features for operation with
Racal-Milgo's Communication
Management Series (CMS) network
management systems. This
microprocessor-based modem provides
automatic notification of network
problems, remote status testing,
comprehensive diagnostic testing, and
system restoration functions...all
without assistance from remote site
personnel.
The CMS 24 is available as a standalone
tabletop model or central site card
nest version. The modular central site
version accommodates up to eight
modem cards in a single shelf (up
to 48 modems in a standard six-foot
equipment rack). The central site
system incorporates individual power
regulators on each modem card for high
reliability. Single and dual power
transformers are available for complete
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• Dependable 2400 bps synchronous
data transmission.
• Advanced network diagnostic
capabilities.
• Comprehensive LED display
indicators, including self-test,
analog loopback, digital loopback,
and end-to-end test.
24 LSI Mark II
Modem 24 LSI Mark II provides
dependable 2400 bps synchronous
transmission in point-to-point,
multipoint, and dial networks with
unconditioned lines. It is available as
a standalone tabletop model or
high-density card nest version.
Dial models are registered for direct
connection to the switched telephone
network. The central site version is a
compact modular system which
accommodates up to 96 modems in a
standard six-foot equipment cabinet.
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• Built-in self-test and line test
capabilities.
• Front-panel LED indicators for modem
status and control of the built-in test
features.
• Optional series of diagnostic features,
including point-to-point remote test,
multipoint remote test, and multipoint
monitor, test, and control.
WIDEBAND MODEMS
To meet the increasing demand for data
communications equipment to support
wideband networks, Racal-Milgo offers
two wideband modems. Modem 56K
and Modem 112K provide reliable, low-
error rate communications in satellite
and microwave networks.
Modem 56K
Modem 56K operates at 56,000 bits-per-
second continuous carrier operation.
It provides high throughput with
exceptionally low error rates in full-
duplex, point-to-point networks over a
base group band channel.
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• 4-phase DPSK double side band
modulation.
• Fixed statistical equalizer.
• Built-in diagnostics.
• External alarm access.
• Elastic buffer for satellite
transmission.
• Coaxial inputoutput to line.
Modem 112K
Modem 112K is designed for wideband
carrier systems such as microwave
and satellite networks. It incorporates
advanced diagnostics and line
equalization methods to maximize
network performance. Operating at
112,000 bits-per-second, full-duplex,
the 112K features manual downspeed
switching for compatibility with





• External alarm access.
• Elastic buffer for satellite
transmission.
• Coaxial line inputoutput.
• CCITT V.35 compatible interface.





Racal-Milgo's Corn-Link III modems
provide economical, multispeed short-
haul capability for private line
metallic pair applications. Custom
LSI chips incorporate delay modula¬
tion with automatic adaptive
equalization for reliable local area
data communications.
Each model operates at nine switch-
selectable synchronous data rates from
1200 bps to 19.2 Kbps. The Corn-Link III
modems achieve exceptional
performance over point-to-point or
multidrop metallic lines.
Corn-Link® III
Corn-Link III offers reliable data
transmission over distances up to 25
miles. It is ideal for multiple terminal
applications such as time sharing,
order entry, factory data collection,
and distributed processing.
Corn-Link III is available in compact
tabletop models that may be rack- or
wall-mounted and in high-density card
nest versions. The modular central site
version accommodates up to 16
modemsin a single shelf, up to a total
of 112 modem cards in a seven-shelf,
six-foot equipment rack.
FEATURES
• Switch selectable data rates of 1200,
1800, 2400, 3600, 4800, 7200, 9600,
14,400, or 19,200 bps.
• Built-in diagnostics.
• Meets Bell 43401 requirements.
Corn-Link® IMS
Corn-Link MIS provides network
management capabilities. Foroptimunr
performance, three models are offered,
each with its own FSK frequency and
associated data rates. Each model is
available in tabletop and high-density
card nest versions. Tabletop units may
be rack- or wall-mounted. The modular
card nest version will hold up to eight
modems per shelf, up to a total of 48
modems in a standard six-foot cabinet.
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• Selectable data rates of 1200,1800,
2400, 3600, 4800, 7200, 9600, 14,400,
or 19,200 bps.
• Provides network management
capabilities when under the control
of a Racal-Milgo Communications
Management Series (CMS) system.
• Meets Bell 43401 requirements.
MARK SERIES
Racal-Milgo's Mark Series offers an
economical approach to efficient data
transmission. These modems use
custom MOSLSI technology to provide
reliable synchronous operation in point-
to-point and multidrop networks.
Mark 48
The Mark 48 provides 48002400 bps
operation over standard voice-grade
dedicated lines. It is compatible with
Omnimode 48, MPS 48, and MPS 4827
and can also operate as a CCITT V.27
bis compatible modem for international
applications.
FEATURES
• Federal standard 1006 compatible.
• Dip switch selectable parameters.
• Analog and digital loopback testing.
• Automatic adaptive equalization.
Mark 96
The Mark 96 operates at 9600, 7200, or
4800 bps over 3002-type dedicated
unconditioned lines. Compatible with
Omnimode 96, MPS 9601, and MPS
9629, it can also operate as a CCITT V.29
compatible modem for international
applications.-
FEATURES
• Federal standard 1007 compatible.
• Dip switch selectable parameters.
• Analog and digital loopback testing.
• Built-in eye pattern display generator.





The RM Series offers a broad selection
of low-speed modems as well as a
variety of support products and modem
accessories to serve a wide range of
network applications. The entire series
applies the latest digital and analog
technology to economically provide
high-quality, reliable, and efficient
modem products to meet low-speed
data transmission requirements.
The RM Series includes:
300 BPS FULL-DUPLEX MODEMS
Bell 103113 compatible, Direct Connect
and Leased Line models,
OriginateAnswer and Answer Only
models.
. 1200 BPS HALF-DUPLEX MODEMS
Bell 202 compatible, Direct Connect and
Leased Line models, with or without
reverse channel.
2400 BPS HALF-DUPLEX MODEMS
Direct Connect and Leased Line
models, with or without reverse
channel.
1200 BPS FULL-DUPLEX MODEMS
Direct Connect and Leased Line
models, OriginateAnswer and Answer
Only models.
RM SERIES CHASSIS
Two-channel or four-channel standalone
chassis; UL-Listed 16-channel chassis
with one or two power supplies;
Single power supply for RM chassis.
AUTO DIALERS
Singleline or multiline models; Pulse
Dialing, Tone Dialing, or Automatic




Modem adaptors, modem expanders,
synchronous adaptors, adaptor cables,
plug adaptors, and voicedata switches.
TELEPHONES
Direct Connect type for interfaces and
modems with or without voicedata
switches; Automatic AnswerManual
Originate or Manual AnswerManual




The DSU 500 series of high-performance
Data Service Units is designed
exclusively to operate with the DDS
network. The series offers a complete
selection of DSU products, at speeds
ranging from 2400 to 56,000 bps. All
Racal-Milgo Data Service Units offer
front panel controls and indicators
for convenient operation and system
fault isolation.
FEATURES
• Full compatibility with the DDS
network.
• Full-or half-duplex operation.
• Automatic adaptive equalization.
• Flexible data transmission— switch-
selectable data rates of 24004800
9600 bps or fixed 56 Kbps operation.
• Built-in diagnostic loopback
capability.
• Standalone and central site models.
• Available as single units, combination




The Omnimux series of advanced
statistical multiplexers combines high
performance with an extensive range
of diagnostic, statistical reporting, and
control features to improve network
efficiency and increase throughput.
A variety of options allows Omnimux
to be tailored to meet virtually any
network's requirements.
SERIES FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• Dial-up or dedicated operation.
• Multiplexing of asynchronous andor
synchronous data.
• Statistical reporting of aggregate link
and channel utilization.
• Complete diagnostic and monitoring
functions for rapid fault isolation.
• Simple to expand or reconfigure.




Omnimux 80,160, and 320
Omnimux 80,160, and 320 give you the
tools to manage your network more
effectively. Complete network statistics
are continuously accumulated and
easily accessible via the alphanumeric
display on the Omnimux front panel or
an external printer or terminal. All three
basic models are mutually compatible
and operate asynchronous or
bisynchronous at channel rates up to
9600 bpsaggregate rates up to
19.2 Kbps.
Omnimux provides an overview of
network efficiency through aggregate
link statistics:
• Total link utilization.
• Asynchronous and synchronous link
utilization.
• Number of retransmissions.
• Channel utilization.
• Flow control utilization.
• Input buffer overflow.
Omnimux 80,160, and 320 also provide
the full range of diagnostics that are
critical to the installation and
management of today's sophisticated
networks:
• Aggregate loopack, both local and
remote






This four-channel asynchronous card
includes autobaud and flow control
features which may be enabled or
disabled. If enabled, they are configured
at installation. The Asynchronous
Channel Card may be optioned to
support Hewlett Packard ENQACK in
addition to the standard asynchronous
flow control.
Hewlett Packard Option
This option provides efficient
statistical multiplexing of the HP 3000
ENQACK asynchronous protocol by





The bisync channel card, designed for
use with Omnimux 80,160, or 320,
statistically multiplexes half-duplex,
block-oriented synchronous data.
Omnimux configured with bisync
channels minimizes the throughput
delay typical of bisynchronous
protocols. The bisync channels may
be connected directly to the DTECPU,
or they may be connected remotely
via modems, in either point-to-point
or multidrop networks.
FEATURES
• Supports a variety of protocols—
IBM Bisync, CDC User 200, Univac
Uniscope 100200, Burroughs 771,
Poll Select, Honeywell VIP 7700, and
Half-Duplex SDLCSNA.
• 2 channels per card, providing a
maximum of 4 channels in Omnimux
80 and 8 channels in either Omnimux
160 or 320.
• May be used with asynchronous
channel cards.
• Operates up to 9600 bps— EBCDIC
andor ASCII character sets.
• Individual configuration of
speedcharacter set of each channel.




A four-channel port card for Omnimux
80,160, and 320, the Universal Port Card
statistically multiplexes data from
asynchronous or synchronous devices.
It is compatible with both the
Asynchronous and Bisynchronous
channel cards and supports IBM bisync
protocols and SDLC. The Universal
Channel Card operates at synchronous
channel speeds up to 19.2 Kbps.
Omnimux Dual
Aggregate Option
Designed to operate with Omnimux
80,160, and 320 multiplexers
(asynchronous), the Dual Aggregate
Option reduces network costs and
saves valuable space. Dual Aggregate
offers three ways to maximize the
efficiency of your Omnimux network:
load sharing, split link, and channel
bypass.
LOAD SHARING APPLICATION
Maximizes line usage by multiplexing
with 19.2 Kbps bandwidth and dynamic
channel assignment to each link.
SPLIT LINK APPLICATION
Reduces costs and saves space by
providing the equivalent of two
multiplexers in one chassis. Compatible
with Omnimux single aggregate.
CHANNEL BYPASS APPLICATION
Cuts costs by eliminating parallel
transmission paths and reducing the




This high-speed aggregate option for
Omnimux 80,160, and 320 operates at
speeds up to 72 Kbps. It is available
with a Supervisory Control and Monitor
Option and an RS-232 or V.35 interface.
In addition, it is compatible with both
the Asynchronous Channel Card and
the Universal Port Card.
Omnimux 40 Asynchronous
Statistical Multiplexer
Omnimux 40 supports either 4 or 8
asynchronous channels, with all
channel configurations independent of
each other. All standard speedcode
sets may be intermixed in any fashion.
Omnimux 40 is totally data transparent,
including parity, and on-line compatible
with all multiplexers in the Omnimux
series. Omnimux 40 offers an array
of standard features seldom found in
an economical multiplexer.
FEATURES
• Channel and aggregate rates to
9600 bps.
• HDLC (modified) link protocol
provides error-free transmission.
• Aggregate and channel loopback.
• Echoplex, selectable per channel,
provides visual error control.
• Printer flyback delay,
enableddisabled per channel.
• Automatic down-line loading of all
parameters.
• Network monitoring via LED
indicators.
• Universal power supply.
• Standard autobaudflow control
functions.
Omnimux Integrated Modems
Omnimux 40,80,160, and 320 can be
equipped with built-in 2400, 4800, and
9600 bps modems in lieu of standalone
modems. These LSI modems are
compatible with Racal-Milgo's current







statistical multiplexer is both efficient
and economical. All channel con¬
figurations operate independently of
each other. On-line compatible with
all Omnimux series multiplexers, the
Omnimux 4 offers an affordable
way to increase the productivity of a
data transfer network.
FEATURES
• Channel and aggregate rates to
9600 bps.
• HDLC (modified) protocol between
Omnimux units provides error-free
data transmission via automatic
request for retransmission.
• Aggregate and channel loopback
capability, both local and remote.
• Visual error control via Echoplex.
• Individual channel printer flyback
delay capability.
• Automatic down-line loading of all
configuration parameters.
• Autobaud function with speed
conversion capability.
• Flow control to eliminate data loss.
Omnimux 8
Designed to support either four or eight
channels, the Omnimux 8 is efficient,
economical, and expandable. This
asynchronous statistical multiplexer
operates with all channel configurations
independent of each other. It is on-line
compatible with all Omnimux series
multiplexers, providing additional
flexibility for cost-effective data transfer
network design.
FEATURES
• Channel and aggregate rates to
9600 bps.
• HDLC (modified) protocol between
Omnimux units provides error-free
data transmission via automatic
request for retransmission.
• Aggregate and channel loopback
capability, both local and remote.
• Visual error control via Echoplex.
• Individual channel printer flyback
delay capability.
• Automatic down-line loading of all
configuration parameters.
• Autobaud function with speed
conversion capability.
• Flow control to eliminate data loss.
Omnimux T-1
Racal-Milgo's Omnimux T-1 offers a
cost-effective means to increase the
capacity of digital networks. Operating
at speeds up to 2.048 Mbps, the T-1
allows consolidation of multiple voice
and data circuits over one high-speed
facility. The advanced microprocessor
custom LSI design provides flexibility
and control for high-speed digital
communications over telephone lines,
private microwave, coaxial cable, optical
fiber, or satellite links. Easily cost-
justified for medium and large
datavoice users, Omnimux T-1 is
ideal for linking corporate or campus-
type facilities.
FEATURES
• Supports all standard synchronous
and asynchronous channel rates from
110 bps to 460.8 Kbps. Trunk rates to
1.544 Mbps and 2.048 Mbps are also
standard.
• Voice channel rates of 16, 32,48, or 64
KHz.
• 96 channel capacity.
• Redundant common logic and power
supplies.
• Centralized network management and
diagnostic capabilities.
• Software configurable from any
asynchronous ASCII terminal.
• Channel parameters down-line loaded.
• Protocol transparent data
transmission.
• Internal or external clocking.








The Datacryptor series is designed to
safeguard data during transmission
between locations, for an extensive
range of industrial, financial,
governmental, and other applications.
Racal-Milgo offers four data encryption
devices: Datacryptor II, Datacryptor II
Dial-Up Version, Datacryptor III
Wideband, and Datacryptor II 1027.
Each of the Datacryptor series meets
the requirements of the Data Encryption
Standard (DES) algorithm, which is
approved by the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS). The DES technique
is the most advanced standard
data encryption technique available
for commercial use.
Racal-Milgo offers the Public Key
Management System option for
Datacryptor II, Datacryptor II Dial-Up
Version, and Datacryptor III Wideband.
This option provides central control of
all key management— allowing even
greater security and flexibility in
generating and distributing the key
variables used to encrypt data. The
combination of the DES technique and
the Public Key option provides a level
of protection offered by no other major
supplier of data communications
products.
Datacryptor® II
Datacryptor II encrypts and decrypts
data at rates up to 9600 bps in virtually
any network environment— without
dependency on system protocol.
The features and options offered with
Datacryptor II provide secure data
transmission for a wide range of
applications.
A special bit-by-bit encryption
technique, with each bit synchronizing
itself independently, is used by
Datacryptor II. This technique is in
accordance with the DES algorithm and
approved by the NBS.
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• Operates full- or half-duplex, switched
or continuous carrier.
• Operates in point-to-point and
multidrop configurations.
• No internal strapping.
• Non-volatile storage of encryption
keys.
• Advanced diagnostics.
• Anti-tamper interlock switch and dual
key access control.
• Optional asynchronous speeds.
• Optional unattended remote
diagnostics.
• Optional secure rack mount.
• Optional Public Key Management
System.
Datacryptor II Dial-Up Version
Dial-Up Datacryptor II is designed to
provide maximum data security and
user convenience in dial-up networks.
This specialized data encryption device
operates in full- or half-duplex networks,
at synchronous or asynchronous rates
up to 9600 bps.
Each port in Dial-Up Datacryptor II
networks is protected against
unauthorized access— only another
Dial-Up Datacryptor II with the same
Master Key can establish com¬
munication. The two sites then use
a Working Key specific to that
communication, which is erased at
the completion of the session.
Three models of Dial-Up Datacryptor II
are available: Model 3400 central site
unit, Model 3500 remote site unit, and
Model 3600 remote site unit.
FEATURES AND OPTIONS
• Protocol transparent, half- or
full-duplex.
• Up to 9600 bps,
synchronousasynchronous:
• No internal strapping.
• Non-volatile storage of encryption
keys.
• Advanced diagnostics.
• Anti-tamper interlock switch and
dual physical locks.
• Optional asynchronous speeds.
• Optional secure rack mount.




Datacryptor III Wideband is specifically
designed to safeguard data during
transmission on point-to-point
wideband circuits. Datacryptor III
operates synchronously on full-duplex
leased lines at datarates up to 112
kilobits-per-second. For maximum user
convenience, all Datacryptor III
functions are controlled from the front
panel information and control center.
The Public Key Management System
and unattended remote diagnostics are
standard features on Datacryptor III.
FEATURES
• RS-232 and V.35 interface.
• No internal strapping.
• Non-volatile storage of encryption
keys.
• Cipher text monitor.
• Anti-tamper interlock switch and dual
physical locks.
• Module security code.
• Front-panel display of up to 45
messages on unit configuration and
status, alarm conditions, and key
management functions.
Datacryptor II Model 1027
Datacryptor II Model 1027 is a link
encryption device which has been
endorsed by the U.S. Government as
meeting FED-STD-1027 (U.S.
Government Endorsement Identification
Number (U.S.G.E.I.D.) 00000016). It can
therefore be used to protect
unclassified sensitive data.
The Model 1027 operates independently
of data format, synchronous or
asynchronous, full- or half-duplex, on
leased or dial circuits at rates up to
9600 bps. All features are standard, with
one model which functions as either a
central or remote site unit.
The Model 1027 implements the Data
Encryption Standard (DES) in single-bit
cipher feedback mode, consistent with
FIPS 46 and 81. A separate accessory,
the Key Writer, is used to enter the key
values into the Datacryptor unit.
FEATURES
• Cryptographic key entry and key
variable security, consistent with
FED-STD-1027.
• Two Medeco high-security locks
provide enhanced physical security
for unit enclosure and key
management functions.
• Fail-safe system security via
continuous monitoring of data output.
• System diagnostics include both
automatic self-tests and operator-
initiated tests for fast analysis and





depends on reliable data communications
networks. Whether the transmission
medium connects a few communicating
devices or an intricate nationwide
network of multi-tiered links and sub
links, a single brief iterruption can
rapidly defeat even the best network
design and components.
Racal-Milgo, a pioneer of effective
diagnostic product, has developed
comprehensive systems that not only
identify network problems, but rapidly
pinpoint the sources and correct
fault conditions - often well before
actual failures occur. Named the
Communications Management Series
(CMS), these Racal-Milgo systems
comine advancved diagnostic testing
with extensive management and control
capabilities to keep networks up and
running by minimixing error rates and
disruptive service.
Based on nearly three decades of data
communications expertise, CMSTM
systems, their components, and related
equipment all emphasixe central site
organization and control. They provide
complete capabilities to rapidly and
automatically monitor, control,
reconfigure, and restore performance in
even the largest network from the
central site. To further support optimum
network planning and management,
CMSsystems provide crucial network








in themselves computer systems—
diagnose and manage the data
communications networks that support
many types of information processing
systems. Minicomputer-based, CMS
systems have their own CPUs, disks,
lOs, terminals, and other associated
equipment. Operating completely
transparent to the main channel data
of the information processing
systems they support, CMS systems
communicate with central and remote
equipment such as modems and
switching devices. They perform a range
of critical functions, including:
• Test functions— CMS systems
scan and monitor modems and other
network components to assess
performance standards. They report
irregularities, faults, and failures, as
well as initiate a full complement of
central and remote tests, including
analog parameters. They receive
unsolicited alarms from anywhere in
a network, at any time— even while
central site operators are scanning
and polling remote components.
• Control functions— CMS systems
can activate and monitor special
network equipment, such as modem
switching devices.
• Database management functions—
CMS systems keep records on
network sites, components, and
channels and provide the capability to
maintain, modify, and display them.
• File organization functions— These
systems keep significant event files
to record the occurrence of tests
and other systems events, as well
as pending work files to record
network problem maydays.
• Report functions— CMS systems can
generate hard copy reports on every
major database item, including the
significant event file.
CMS 2000 Series
In applying computer disciplines
to traditional network management
techniques, the CMS 2000 Series
employs a Network Interface System
to connect one or multiple Network
Interface Processors (NIPs) which
semi-independently diagnose and
control the components of data
communications lines or channels.
Each NIP offloads the CMS system
host CPU by monitoring and polling up
to 16 individual channels.
NIPs can be added incrementally to
increase channel capacity. Each NIP
processor is loaded by the CMS system
with scan control data and other
information for specific channels and
their unit components. The processor
then performs a continual interrogation
scan of network units, and it prescreens
network alarms without CMS System
2000 intervention.
A NIP can be instructed by the CMS
2000 Series to perform a number of
well-defined procedures. The NIP
processor may be located near the CMS
2000 Series or remoted by means of a
modem link, which reduces line costs
associated with sub-systems. The CMS
2000 Series then interrogates all NIP
processors continually to determine if
alarms are present or if intervention
or other action is required.
CMS 2040
The CMS 2040 is a centralized, modular
control system designed for large-
scale networks. It includes Racal-Milgo
color terminals, hard disk storage, log
printers, and Racal-Milgo NIPs. This
system offers up to four terminals and
permits four concurrent functions
to be performed on each. From one to
four operators can perform up to 16
functions on from one to 16 NIPs,
or up to 256 channels. The system can
support up to 10,000 modems and
a wide variety of CMS-compatible
devices.
CMS 2010
This centralized, modular con¬
trol system typically serves small
and medium-size networks. It
includes Racal-Milgo color terminals,
disk storage, log printers, and
Racal-Milgo NIPs. The CMS 2010
offers up to two terminals, either one
four-function unit or two, two-function
units. From one to eight NIPs can be
interfaced in 16 channel increments










The CMS 185 is the smallest of the
CMS systems and is designed to serve
small to medium size networks. First
designed as a microprocessor-based
diagnostic and control system,
it was upgraded to incorporate CMS
minicomputer-based capabilities.
When used with Racal-Milgo CMS or
Omnimode modem products,
the system provides serial number
reporting, display and change
thresholds, display unit levels and unit
alarms, as well as analog parameter
alarms. The system monitors individual
ports of diagnostic-equipped multiport
modems and includes individual port
looping, clear port looping, and related
functions. It can initiate data rate speed
changes in modems equipped with
speed change features.
The CMS 185 is available in four line
increments up to 16 central lines and
254 remote devices. It will perform a full
complement of testing for up to 4,064
modems when remote digital mixing
modules are used.
Like the 2000 systems, the CMS 185 will
parallel poll all channels at the same
time and poll many types of modems,
including loop modems, and it can
control remote transfer switches for
placing remote backup devices on-line.
It will also support Racal-Milgo's CMS
remote dialing systems for automatic
remote dial backup of multidrop
channels, and it will support the
company's CMS 800 modular switching
series, which permits EIA switching,
crossover switching, modem switching,




The System Performance Analyzer
(SPAN) '3 an option to the CMS systems
and evaluates telecommunications
system and circuit performance.
It supplies statistical data on the
following:
• Line loading
• Transaction response time
• Transmission errors
• Response time analysis
• Poll-wrap time
• Usersystem response time
SPAN is integrated into diagnostictest





• Average response time totals
• Linecontrollerdevice levels
• Selected time intervals
When SPAN is used with CMS analog
measurement display, delineation
between circuit performance and
response time can be achieved.
When used with the CMS 800 switching
capability, SPAN can be switched
between circuits of different protocols
to analyze network performance.
All major functions are accessible via
single-keystroke entries, and a menu at
the bottom of the screen continuously
displays available options. Included are
keys for setting up a 7-day calendar,
for database access, for selection
of monitoring groups, functional
description, statistical arrangements,
monitor line levels, and overviews of
lines. Also included are response time
histograms, itemized line utilization,
and trend analysis displays.
FEATURES
• 3270 BSCSDLC SNA protocols
• Data rates to 19.2 Kbps.
• Storage capacity of 32K RAM per
SPAN card.
• Clocking types—Normal, NRZI, NRZ.
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CMS 800 Switch
The CMS switch increases the ratio of
primary devices, such as modems, to
backup spares. One modem backup,
for example, can serve 16 primary
modems with the CMS 800 switch
function. In addition, terminals, CPU
ports, and telephone lines can be daisy
chained with the CMS 800 to create a
primary-to-spare ratio from 256 to 1.
CMS 800 houses 801 Mark II Controller,
802 EIA switch, 803 VF switch and 804
MSD switch and all transitional boards.
The 801 Mark II Controller receives
instructions from CMS controllers and
distributes them to other switches.
FEATURES
• Routes data signals away from faulty
primary device to the working spare
and on to the intended destination.
• Will support network diagnostics and
testing.
• Takes commands from Racal-Milgo
CMS systems or appropriately
configured modems.
• Operates on four printed circuit cards
and their transition boards:
- The 801 Mark II Controller
-The 802 EIA Switch
- The 803 VF Switch
-The 804 MSD Switch
• Cards can be added to accomplish
specific network needs in a modular
concept, allowing a mix and match of
functions.
CMS 700 Remote Dial
System (RDS)
The CMS 700 RDS provides the
capability for originating network dial
backup telephone calls from an
untended remote central site. It receives
the telephone numbers to be called via
Racal-Milgo's diagnostic and control
channel, and its intelligence is located
in its 701 control card. The 701 issues
the dial pulses to up to 15 702 dial line
access cards, which are housed in
a card cage designed to dial backup
15 points of multipoint circuit.
FEATURES
• Available with one or two power
transformers.
• Requires only 5 rack units or 8.75
inches of rack height.
• Rack mounted or desk top mounted.
• Uses pulse or tone dial operations
anywhere in U.S.A.
• Can be expanded to backup 31
multidrop modems normally operating
on dedicated leased lines.
• Decreases price of dial backup calls.
• Polls remote modems for diagnostic
address after calls are answered in
order to assure proper remote site
connections.
• Full front panel indicators.
• Can be equipped to dial backup 31
multidrop modems.
CMS Data Control Unit
The CMS DCU offers either a port or
modem sharing function in four or
eight-port models that can be controlled
by the CMS diagnostic channel. The
basic DCU allows up to four devices to
share synchronous modems with
speeds up to 9600 bps. The addition of
an option card increases to eight
the number of modems or terminals of
the same speed that can be used.
Terminals can be attached to the DCU
for modem sharing at data rates higher
than 9600 bps.
FEATURES
• Permits connection of asynchronous
devices on distributed ports to the
synchronous device on the common
port.
• Contains internal Racal-Milgo Digital
Mixing Module (DMM) with one port
inone port out for diagnostic channel
signals. The option card expands the
DMM to one port ineight ports out.
• Over diagnostic channel, can report
DTE power failure, streaming
maydays, and DCU serial number to
CMS controller.
• Can examine and modify strapping
options including DCU diagnostic
address, port configuration, disable or
set mayday times, retiming bit clocks,
and internal and external clocks.
• Full front indicators and switches.







Switch (RMTS) Mark II
The RMTS Mark II enables central site
CMS systems operators to remotely
control spare modem switching. It
enables the automatic switching of
main channel data between an on-line
modemand a standby if the on-line
modem's power fails— or if adedicated
leased line is not restored. CMS
diagnostic and control channel
commands activate the RMTS Mark II,
but the unit's front panel permits
manual activation for networks not
equipped with CMS capabilities.
FEATURES
• Available in single-port ordual-port
models and expandable with
a Racal-Milgo Model 40 Switch
to accommodate modems with
threeorsix ports.
• Contained in atabletophousing
which can be rack mounted.
• Permits self-testing of spare modem.
• Automatically selects primary
modem when powered-up.
• Automatically selects off-line modem
if the on-line modem's powerfails.
• Contains internal automatic line
adapter, digital mixing module, and
alarm alerts forcentral site
controllers.
• Front panel controls.
EIA Mark II Switch
A remote site digital switch, the EIA
Mark II can remotely switch data
communications equipment to backup
spares. It can switch modems,
terminals, or digital lines via either
Racal-Milgo's CMS diagnostic and
control channels or front panel
controls. The device also incorporates
a digital mixing module for routing
CMS diagnostics to second-level
devices.
FEATURES
• Available in single-port and double-
port models and expandable to
accommodate modems with three or
six ports.
• Can be rackortablemounted.
• Available in several port
configurations.
• Front panel controls with both
primary and spare modem status.
Digital Mixing Module
(DMM) 90
The DMM 90 routes the CMS diagnostic
and control channel around a remoted
communications concentrator. A typical
use would be routing digital diagnostic
data out of a CMS-equipped modem to
the digital side of eight remote control
modems, which pass their digital main
channel through the remoted
concentrator. The device can serve in a
single, one-input to eight-outputs
configuration— or in dual, one-input to
four-output configurations— or in a
quad, one-input to two-outputs.
FEATURES
• For high density operations, a central
site (CS) card version is available.
• 16 CS card versions are housed in a
standard CMS diagnostic card cage.
• Domestic version can be switched
between 105125 and 210250 VAC.
• International version can be switched
between 89112 and 178224 VAC.
• Type 7 card cage available with one or
two power transformers, which may
be domestic or international versions.
Model 42 Analog Mixing
Module (AM M)
The Model 42 AMM is an analog bridge
that restores line quality in multipoint
or point-to-point networks, even when
dedicated leased lines are severely
degraded or broken. It provides backup
paths of four, four-wire channels, which
are separable into two, two-channel
adapters. Cascading permits expansion
of the bridge network if more than four
backup paths are required.
FEATURES
• Incorporates CMS diagnostic control
capability for remote control of
individual AMM channels from central
site.
• Permits unlimited cascading without
CMS diagnostic channel.
• Can be strapped to prevent noise on
other lines from combining with
primary line signals.
• Available in stand-alone units or
high-density card nests to meet
domestic and international line-
impedance operating requirements.
• Complete front panel controls and
indicators color coded.
DMM90
MODEL42 AMM MODEL36 LA
Model 36 Loop Adapter (LA)
The Model 36 LA permits Racal-Milgo
synchronous modems with advanced
CMS diagnostic and control capabilities
to operate in IBM Loop System
environments. With standard EIA
interfaces, it can replace IBM Terminal
Access Units with Racal-Milgo modems.
The 36 LA converts EIA NRZ data to the
bi-polar data used in IBM Loop
Systems. Phase lock loop circuitry is
incorporated to derive synchronous
timing from the data for synchronous
model operation.
FEATURES
• Interfaces Racal-Milgo 2400 bps
synchronous modems to IBM 3600
financial loop system.
• Permits full CMS diagnostic and
control capabilities.
• Enables CMS network restoral and
reconfiguration.
• Powered by Racal-Milgo modems.
• Connects to Racal-Milgo modem
J1 and J2 connectors using
cable supplied.
• Connects to IBM 3600 Loop via input




A stand-alone amplifier associated
with LMS modem sites, the VF Line
Amplifier is used when four-wire
telephone lines are used in what would
normally be a two-wire environment.
FEATURES
• Restores received line signals to
levels suitable for transmission.
• Operation requires installation of
amplifiers in each selected modem
site.
• Functions as follows: two pairs of
wires are connected to the modem
and two pairs to the amplifier.
The pairs are then alternated at the
next modem site.
• Gain adjustable from approximately
- 5dB +24dB.
• After installation, output is same as
modem's: normally OdBm.
VF AMPLIFIER 188 I ADAPTER
Model 188 I Adapter
The Model 188 I Adapter allows
communications between an RS-232-C
equipped modem and a DTE through
the use of MIL-STD-188 C inputoutput
levels. The adapter features data
inversion capabilities, which permit full
MIL-STD-188 C compatibility.
FEATURES
• Can be strapped for either inversion or
non-inversion data operation, which
eliminates the need for data polarity
strapping in a modem.
• Converts signals to a modem from
MIL-STD-188 C levels to RS-232-C
levels; converts signals to a DTE from
RS-232-C levels to MIL-STD-188 C
levels.
• Available in four models, each
optimized for data rates between 2400
bps and 19.2 K bps.
• Modem-powered.
• Can be fault-isolated.





Model 68 Series Registered
Connecting Devices (RCDs)
The Model 68 RCDs enable manual-
answer and automatic-answer
Racal-Milgo modems to operate over a
switched line network for dial and dial
backup applications. The unit is
available in two models to operate with
Racal-Milgo modems in automatic
answerautomatic disconnect (Model
68A) and in manual answer modes
(Model 68M).
FEATURES
• Complies with FCC Rules Part 68.
• Registered with FCC for direct
connection to the switched telephone
network.
• 68A power supplied by Racal-Milgo
modem.
• 68M requires no power.
• Optional external wall-mounted power
supply(+ V2) available for 68A in
systems where modem power is not
available, such as when an RCD is
connected to a Model 121 Automatic
Line Adapter.
• 7-foot modular cord supplied with
RCD to connect jacks.
• Auto Answer Cable (PN 5956 K-118xx)
supplied with Racal-Milgo auto answer
modems connects modem to RCD.
Model 121 Automatic Line
Adapter (ALA)
The Model 121 ALA permits automatic
answer and switching between dial
backup lines and dedicated lines. When
used with a CMS diagnostic and control
system, the ALA can hold the backup
connection and switch the modem
between the lines for remote testing.
When necessary, the unit can be
operated manually with front panel
switches.
FEATURES
• Makes entire dial backup switching
automatic when used with Model 68A
RCD, requiring no intervention from
distant end personnel.
• Switches only when both dial lines are
ringing and primary channel carrier is
off, thus enhancing network security.
• Disconnects by command, carrier
loss, terminal, line current, or manual
controls.
• Fully modem-powered.
• Full front panel controls.
• LED indicators show operational
mode:
- Ready indicator illuminates when
dial connection is held.
- LED illuminates when modem is




The Model 122 RALA is a four-wire
automatic answer device designed for
unattended remote site answering of
dial backup telephone circuits. The unit
contains a line switching circuit to
switch from a failed or degraded private,
four-wire line to two, two-wire dial
backup lines.
FEATURES
• Contains two FCC Part 68 registered
connecting devices for direct
connection to the public switched
network.
• Operates with all Racal-Milgo modems
and under CMS diagnostic and control
channel command.
• Offers desk top or rack mounting.
• Central Site (CS) card version for high
density applications offers up to
16 CS 122 RALAs in standard card
cage housing.
• Switch selectable.
• Full front panel switches and
indicators.
Model 124 Registered Manual
Line Adapter (RMLA)
The Model 124 RMLA is a four-wire
manual answer device primarily for use
in remote site answering of dial backup
telephone circuits. The unit contains a
line switching circuit for switching from
a failed or degraded private, four-wire
line to two, two-wire dial backup
circuits. Additionally, it contains two
FCC Part 68 Registered Connecting
Devices for direct connection to the
public switched network.
FEATURES
• At central site, the 124 RMLA may be
patched into the system via a voice
frequency patch panel or via direct
attachment of dedicated lines to the
product for dial backup call
origination.
• Unit compatibility with all Racal-Milgo
modems and CMS diagnostics and
controls.
• Available in desk top models, which
can be rack mounted, and central
site (CS) card versions, which may
be housed in a standard Racal-Milgo
card cage.
• Switching between the dedicated
leased, four-line circuit and the two,
two-wire public switched dial backup
circuits is accomplished manually by
depressing or releasing the locking
push button on the front panel.
Model 68 A2 Registered
Connecting Device (RCD)
The Model 68 A2 RCD provides two
independent RCD circuits in a single
unit. The unit provides access to the
public switched network for Racal-Milgc
two-wire dial up modems and other
devices equipped with the Racal-Milgo
automatic answer feature. The 68 A2
RCD interfaces the following products




• Remote Modem Transfer Switches
(RMTSs).
• Loop Modem Series (LMS) 12 and 24
modems.
• Modem 24 LSI MK II 2-wire.
• Microprocessor Series (MPS) 48
2-wire (MPS 48 dial).
• Dial Line Selector.
The unit is available in desk top and
central site (CS) card versions. Desk top
models can be rack mounted. For
high density CS applications, up to 16
Model 68 A2 RCDs may be housed in
a Racal-Milgo card cage.
FEATURES
• Domestic version power selection for
115 or 230 VAC input.
• International version available with
100 or 200 VAC selection.
• Full front panel switches and
indicators.
Model 502 Adapterphone
The Model 502 Adapterphone is an FCC
registered telephone handset that
allows Racal-Milgo registered modems
and registered connecting devices to be
installed in locations where an RTC
telephone cannot be obtained from the
telephone company. The unit would
typically be used when installing
registered equipment behind a PBX
system.
FEATURES
• Can operate with either permissive
(R2) or programmable (R1) type
modems.
• Can convert programmable modems
or RCDs to a permissive modem,
which is required in a switching
environment.
• Supplied with 10-foot modular cord
with a six-position modular plug for
connection for the data jack.
• Also supplied with eight-pin modular
jack in the side of the phone to accept
the programmable or permissive
modem or the RCD modular cord.
• Supplied in dataset control line
mode for auto-answer, but can be
re-strapped to operate in telephone
set controls line mode for manual
answering.
• Available with rotary dial only and
with full specs required by telephone
company.
Dial Line Selector (DLS)
Racal-Milgo's DLS provides a dial
backup capability to significantly
increase network uptime. Used with the
CMS channel, the DLS permits quick
and easy switching capabilities to
switch any modem at a central site to
the dial line network. The DLS organizes
16 individual handsets into a single
telephone that places up to 16 dial
backup calls.
FEATURES
• DLS and associated 16 RCDs
functions are contained in a single
8.75-inch high rack adapter.
• Offers choice of line numbers,
two-wire or four-wire, and an
automatic dialer of stored telephone
numbers.
• Contains switch selectable power
transformer for worldwide voltage
applications.
• Provides up to 16, two-wire half-
duplex lines or up to eight, four-wire
full-duplex lines, and will operate in
point-to-point or multidrop networks.
• Available in rack mount or desk top
models.
• Contains strap selectable alteration
for TX line level.
Model 220 Transmission
Test Set
The Model 220 synchronous
asynchronous test set isolates network
problems and identifies them as line,
terminal equipment, or modem faults.
The unit is frequently used in data
communications network installation.
In this application, it tests line
components such as modems before
they are connected to data processing
equipment. During installations or
temporary data processing outages, the
Model 220 may be used to assure
operation of the data communications
link when the data processing supplier
is ready to go on-line. Bit and block
error count of synchronous systems
can be measured with the unit. The
Model 220 also provides audible line
monitoring capabilities.
FEATURES
• Asynchronous selectable clock
of 75 to 2400 bps with EIA interface
or 75 to 300 baud with 20 ma, neutral
loop interface.
• Comprehensive status display
provides total operational parameters
simultaneously; indicators for error
detect, overflow, sync-loss, ring,
transmit and receive are displayed.
• Errors per 106 bits are automatically
displayed without calculation or clock
watching.
• Offers EIA interface standard specs
up to 19.2 Kbps; WECO 300 Series
current speeds up to 330 Kbps.
• Permits easy connections and
disconnections.
• Offers optional frequency converter
module.
• Offers 25-pin connector printer
interface.
• Full complement of switches and
indicators.
• Bit rate switch and external clock
selectable.
• Bit sample switch for bit-period
duration, center and wide.




Model 70 CD Patch Panel
The Model 70 CD Patch Panel is a
24-channel, long frame jack field
providing line, equipment, and monitor
jacks for VF audio patching. A versatile
tool for locating modem or line
difficulties and bypassing them, it
consists of 24 sets of three tip-ring
sleeve jacks, each set of which allows
a normal two-wire connection between
a line and a modem equipped with
monitoring facilities. Patching is
accomplished via a patch cord, which
interrupts the normal connection
and establishes the alternate.
FEATURES
• Model 70 C provides 24 sets of line,
modem, and monitor jacks.
• Model 70 D provides 12 sets of line,
modem, and monitor jacks.
• Jacks are pre-wired to three standard
50-pin connectors.
• Neither model requires power; both
are passive devices.
• Includes six additional jacks for
connection of miscellaneous test
equipment, alarms, and indicators.
• Provides half- or full-duplex operation.
• Circuit types provide typical low level
DC or VF.
• Jack types PJ 339 W, monitor and
6 miscellaneous PJ 238 W.
Model 711 Dynamic Test Set
The Model 711 fully tests the
performance of synchronous polling
or switched carrier modems under
simulated operating conditions.
It provides a method for dynamically
exercising the equalizer, syn¬
chronization, carrier recovery, and
AGC circuitry of synchronous modems.
MODEL711 DYNAMICTEST SET
FEATURES
• Tests bit error rate to determine the
relative long-term, static performance
of modemline combinations.
• Assures that modem can repeatedly
equalize and synchronize to short
duration transmission.
• Performs tests on multidrop polled
and switched carrier dial-up circuits.
• Testing applications include analog
loopback (single modem), constant
carrier dedicated (four-wire), point-to-
point dial-up (two-wire), and multipoint
polling (dedicated line).
• Simple, easy to use control system.
ASA III Asynchronous
Synchronous Adapter
An asynchronous to synchronous
converter with operating speeds from
600 to 9600 bps, the ASA III permits data
transmission between asynchronous
terminals and synchronous modems.
The converter operates in pairs, one at
each end of a data link.
FEATURES
• Contains a data bit buffer to protect
data if a DTE's output rate is faster
than a modem's transmit clock.
• Allows message lengths of up to
several megabits without data loss.
• Compensates for clock differentials.
• Strap-selectable for data bits and for
data rates from 600 to 9600 bps.
• RS-232 or current loop interface strap
available for DTE side of converter;
if unit is strapped for current loop,
the ASA III may be strapped for
passive or active current.
To help organize tech control centers
into efficient, convenient, and
comfortable work stations, Racal-Milgo
offers a variety of accessory products.
They include the following:
• Cabinet Types
- Rack Style
-15 Degree Slope Console
- Mini Rack
- Low Boy Rack
- Custom Designs
• Cabinet Options
- Extra Power Cord
- Extra AC Strip
- Plexiglass Top Cover
- Perforated Top Cover
- Top Cover with 6 or 9 Diameter
Fan Cutout
- Writing Surface wdrawer
- Louvers (on rear door)
- Fan
- Front or Rear Door Locks




- Blank Panels 1 thru 10.5
• Model 185 Printer Table
• VF and EIA Patch Panels
• VF and EIA Patch Cords
• Punch Block Panel
• Connector Panels
• Long Frame VF Patch Cords
• LMS Connector Panel









- Special Class Cables
Office Network
Products
In today's typical office environment,
the proliferation of equipment from
many different vendors may actually
hamper efficient communications
between departments andor buildings.
But Racal-Milgo can help turn such a
patchwork environment into a cohesive
network that makes it easy to access
information.
You may choose from a range of
products designed to move information
throughout your facility... quickly,
conveniently, and economically. These
products reduce the costly need to
replace incompatible systems by
maximizing the efficiency of existing
office equipment.
LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
Local area networks play a pivotal role
in the future of efficient office com¬
munications by linking a variety of
communicating devices over an area of
up to several miles. Racal-Milgo
offers the Planet™ Token Ring Series
to provide a reliable, efficient, and
convenient means to distribute
information in multi-vendor environments.
PROTOCOL AND CODE TRANSLATORS
Racal-Milgo, through its wholly-owned
subsidiary Racal-Telesystems, offers a
series of protocol and code translators
to enable different types of word
processors, terminals, and other equip¬
ment to communicate. By estab¬
lishing direct communications among
a variety of previously incom-
patible systems, these devices
increase the efficiency of information
distribution in a multi-vendor
environment. Racal-Telesystems
supports over 85% of the most widely|
used word processing systems




Racal-Milgo offers a range of Bell,
Univac, and IBM-compatible terminals
to access computerized information in
meaningful and workable formats.
Each one comes standard with an array
of user-friendly features designed to
reduce operator fatigue and enhance
efficiency. Moreover, every Racal-Milgo
terminal is part of a complete system
that includes optional keyboards, local
and remote cluster communications




Designed to simplify local area com¬
munications, Planet offers com¬
prehensive capabilities in data
routing, resource sharing, and systems
expansion.The basic Planet system
consists of just three easy-to-use
components—providing all the benefits
of integrated local communications,
without all the problems.
Planet uses baseband coaxial cable in
a twin ring configuration as the single
local area communications link.
The cable can be installed throughout
a building or complex of buildings—
anywhere communications are needed,
overan area of several miles.
Each Planet Token Ring provides a
wide range of networking alternatives,
accommodating up to 500 com¬
municating devices (word processors,
terminals, data processing equipment,
printers, etc.). Equipment from
different vendors that use different
protocols can share Planet
simultaneously—allowing virtually any
communicating device to be connected
toanyothercompatibledevice. In
addition, Planet features diagnostic
aids, network control features, and a
ranaeof manaaement caoabilities.
FEATURES
• Supports any combination of
conventional circuit plans—point-to-
point, multidrop, or broadcast—in
permanent or switched operation,
working simultaneously.
• Simple control commands to
establish switched and dedicated
circuits.
• Full-or half-duplex communications.
• Protocol transparency.
• Automatic network restoration.





The Director is the controller for
the Planet network. It manages and
monitors all communications
connections, disconnections, and
transfers throuqhout a Planet system.
FEATURES
• Provides management information,
system statistics, and error logging.
• Supports up to 500 terminal devices
perring.
• Security password protection.
• Maintains a user priority assignment.
• Permits any combination of switched
circuit plans.
• Centralized ordistributed system
control.
• Easy installation—no special





TheTerminal Access Point (TAP) is the
interface between the Planet network
and any standard datacommunications
device. A network of up to 250 TAPs
can be monitored and controlled by
one Director. Each TAP has two RS-232-
C ports.
FEATURES




• Fully protocol transparent.
• Full-orhalf-duplex.
• Standard speeds up to 19.2 Kbps
per port.
• Internal orexternal clocking.
• Autobaud capability for
asynchronous applications.
PLANETDIRECTOR
Cable Access Point PL1000
The Cable Access Point (CAP) is the
interface between the TAP and the
Planet ring. CAPs can be installed at
any location along the cable length. A
TAP can be plugged in, like an ordinary
electrical appliance, at any CAP
Through theTAPs, communications
equipment may be connected to the
system at any CAP.
FEATURES
• Provides simple connections toTAP.
• Electronic switch powered by TAP.
• Standard coaxial connector interface.
• Surface mounting.
Planet Starter Pack PL15-SP
The Planet Starter Pack is designed to
let you take full advantage of Planet's
comprehensive capabilities...without
making amajorfinancial commitment.
The Starter Pack contains everything
you need to begin building a Planet
network. It includes all the equip¬
ment, cables, and documentation for a
network that connects up to 10 RS-232-C
(CCITT V.24V.28) asynchronous or
synchronous communicating devices.
Two more terminals may be connected
to the Director to control the Planet
ring.
Quick and easy to install, the Planet
Starter Pack will allow you to use all
Planet features—to establish various
type circuits, communicate data,
transfer calls, contend and queue, and
much more. As your needs grow, you
can build on yourexisting Planet
network simply by adding more CAPs
and TAPs.
PLANET STARTER PACK CONTENTS
• Director
• Five Terminal Access Points (TAPs)
• Six Cable Access Points (CAPs)
• Seven Cable Segments
• Comprehensive System Reference
Manual
HIGH DENSITY PLANET PL4000
This central site nest enables Planet
to serve an even greater range of
applications. Consisting of three
components, High Density Planet
provides capabilities for port
contention, front end port switching,




the central siteTAPnesttoact as a
port contention device. Ratios are user
programmable—high priority
connections may be given a2:1 ratio,
while lower priority connections may
be given a ratio of 5:1,10:1, or more.
Automatic FIFO queueing assures all
users equal access to destination
ports.
FRONT END PORT SWITCHING
Central site TAPs may be configured,
through Switch Plans and Plexes
togroupswitch multiplecircuit
connections from one processor to a
spare. Ports may also be individually
switched for back-up or maintenance.
MATRIX SWITCHING
Addition of the PL4000 nest to a Planet
network provides centralized switching
capabilities that enable individual user




PL4000 nest can operate as a central
switch for remote multiplexers.
Through modems, Planet's flexibility
is extended beyond the local
environment. In addition, resource
sharing of expensive, distant facilities
(adata base, CPU, etc.) is now possible.
FEATURES
• Central site nest houses upto
16 dual-port TAP cards—up to
32 independent RS-232-C(CCITT
V.24V.28) interface ports.
• Asynchronous andor synchronous
DTEDCE inputs.
• Fully protocol transparent.
• Full-orhalf-duplex.
• Each port operates independently
at speeds upto 19.2 Kbps.
• Internal orexternal clocking.
• Autobaud capability for
asynchronous applications.
• Interfaces flexibly with the Planet
ring, a Planet Director, or other
PL4000 nests.
• Fully redundant power with
automatic switchovercapability.
• Power fail bypass logic for network
reliability.
PL4000 High Density Nest
FEATURES
• Compact 32-port module may reside
inastandard 19 rack or stand alone.
• Includes two power supplies for live
redundancy.
• Integral back plane powers and
interconnects PL2001 TAP cards and
thePL1001 External Interface Card
housed in the nest.
PL2001 TAP Card
FEATURES
• Operates exactly I ike the PL2000
Terminal Access Point, providing the
interface between the Planet network
and any standard data
communications device.
• Each TAP card enables two RS-232-C






Simple pushbuttons on the front of the
PL1001 card enable flexible
configuration of the PL4000 nest for:
• Interfacing up to 16 TAP cards to the
Planet ring via a single CAP (Cable
Access Point PL1000).
• Interfacing the PL4000 nest to a
PL3000 Director.
• Interfacing a number of serially
connected PL4000 nests, with
individual nest bypass in the event




Racal-Milgo, through its subsidiary
Racal-Telesystems, offers a series
of protocol and code translators
to improve the efficiency of com¬
munications in multi-vendor office
environments. Two models offer a
range of capabilities to satisfy a variety
of applications.
SERIES FEATURES




• Automatic sequence initialization.
Model 404 Protocol and Code
Translator
Model 404 enables a word
processor to communicate with a wide
variety of remote word processors.
The innovative dual plug-in cartridge
design—with each cartridge
representing a different make or model
of word processing system—allows
the 404 to support several different
protocol and code translations. Model
404 is particularly suitable for an
environment in which many different
types of word processors must
communicate on an as needed basis
tofrom a central site.
FEATURES
• Dual plug-in cartridge design makes
system expansion easy.
• Protocol selection and selectable
communication direction.
• Untranslatable characters are flagged
on received documents.
• Electronic document transmission
capabilities.
• Central site translation.
• Minimum operator intervention.
Seelist of available protocol andcode
translations.
Model 202 Protocol and Code
Translator
By establishing on-line communi¬
cations among different types of
word processors, Model 202 enables
users to establish a private com¬
munications network from pre¬
viously incompatible systems. The
202 uses a plug-in cartridgefixed
EPROM format to provide rapid,
flexible communications. Model 202 is
especially suited to an environment
where a variety of systems are already
in place.
FEATURES
• Plug-in cartridgefixed EPROM
format makes system expansion
easy.
• Protocol selection and selectable
communication direction.
• Untranslatable characters are flagged
on received documents.
• Electronic document transmission
capabilities.












IBM 6670 Laser Printer Xerox 860
IBM Mag Card II Asynchronous ASCII




If you're switching from one kind of
word processing system to another,
Racal-Telesystems can ease the
transition from one medium to another.
The Media Conversion Bureau can
convert your data library on disk,
diskette, tape, or magnetic card to a
new medium...quickly, easily, and
economically. The information is
electronically converted so that
alphanumeric information is preserved
in a usable style and format. More¬
over, while Racal-Telesystems takes
care of your conversion, your word
processing staff and system are free
to take care of business-as-usual.
















































































9-track magnetic tape ASCII and
EBCDIC to and from conversions are
also available.
Terminals
Racal-Milgo offers a selection of IBM,
Bell, and Univac-compatible terminals
designed to enhance the efficiency of
information processing. Each one
comes standard with a combination
of user-friendly features that reduce
operator fatigue and increase
productivity:
• A full 15 diagonal screen for better
legibility.
• The high-resolution, non-glare, green
phosphor screen reduces eye
strain—display characters are bright
crisp, and easy-to-read.
• Tilt and swivel monitor to suit any
viewing perspective.
• Moveable keyboard for operator
convenience.
• Contoured, non-glare keycaps give
tactile feedback for a true touch-
typing feel.
• Simplified key layout for fewer shift
strokes.
• Extended palm rest for greater
operator comfort.
Model 8278 Display Station
Model 8278 is functionally compatible
with IBM 3278-2, -3, -4, and -5 display
stations, allowing access to virtually
any application program residing in an
IBM host. Yet the 8278 is lighter,
consumes less power, and generates
less heat. Its compact display base
allows the 8278 to be installed in office
environments where space is at a
premium.
Emphasizing application flexibility and
large screen formats, the 8278 operates
in either SNA or non-SNA environments.
It attaches to Racal-Milgo's Model 8274
Remote Cluster Controller, Model 4274
Local Cluster Controller, or Model 4274
Remote Cluster Controller.
Four models offer a choice of screen
formats, with Models -3, -4, and -5
featuring both a primary and alternate
screen format. Alternate screen formats
are selected by the Host Application
Program.
FEATURES
• Front-mounted controls for ease of
operation.
• Automatic shut-off to protect the CRT
against burn spots.
• Blink, underline, and reverse video,
extended attribute support.
• Security keylock.
• EBCDIC or ASCII character sets, up to
128 displayable characters.
• 14-key numeric keypad.
• Variable audible alarm.
• Racal-Milgo's standard combination of
user-friendly features.
MODEL8278 DISPLAYSTATION MODEL4276 DISPLAYSTATIOI
Model 4276 Standalone
Display Station
The 4276 emulates an IBM 3275
or 3276 terminal, using 3270 binary
synchronous protocol for com¬
munication with the central proces¬
sing unit. It combines the oper¬
ations of both a cluster controller
and displaykeyboard in a single system
unit, offering a cost-effective alternative
for one-terminal remote locations.
The 4276 will serve the same applica¬
tions as Model 8278, but in a standalone,




• Self-contained BSC control unit.
• On-site configuration via keyboard
commands.
• 24 Program Function Keys.
• EBCDIC or ASCII character sets.
• Audible alarm.
• Off-line self-diagnostics.
• Racal-Milgo's standard combination
of user-friendly features.
MODEL4010 8A1 COMMUNICATIONSSYSTEM MODEL4015 COMMUNICATIONSTERMINAL MODEL4220U200 COMMUNICATIONSSYSTEM
Model 4010 8A1
Communications System
Model 4010 uses Bell 8A1 protocol to
communicate with the host CPU in a
store-and-forward message switching
environment. It operates over full- or
half-duplex dedicated lines in a
multipoint or point-to-point network.
The 4010 8A1 is easily engineered into
any 8A1 system, from the conceptual
design stage to a mature operating
network. A simple field upgrade adapts
the 4010 into an IBM standalone
emulator for use in 3270 BSC
environments.
FEATURES




• Built-in line monitor to minimize dowr
time.
• Up to eight pages of cursor-selectable
memory allow multiple format
storage.
• On-site configuration via keyboard
commands.




Model 4015 offers Bell 8A1 compatibility
with increased capabilities for efficient
information management.
FEATURES
All the special features of Model 4010
plus:
• Eight full pages of cursor-selectable
memory for multiple format storage.
• Program Function (PF) keys with
expanded memory storage up to a
total of 746 characters per system.
• Down-line loading of date and time-of-
day with ability to stamp time and
date on each printed document.
Time and date may also be inserted
on the screen.
• Password down-line loading for
enhanced system security.
• Printer buffer for increased




The 4220U200 uses Univac
communications protocol to emulate
Univac's U100 or U200 terminals. It is a
microprocessor-controlled, software-
based standalone system that
communicates interactively with a host
CPU in a polling type environment.
FEATURES
• Special maintenance mode permits
service engineer to monitor and
display data transmissions without
interrupting normal operation.
• Protected fields.
• Password data security.
• Field check character sequences.
• Racal-Milgo's standard combination
of user-friendly features.
MODEL4220UTS20 COMMUNICATIONSYSTEM 8000 STANDALONETERMINALFAMILY
Model 4220UTS20
Communications System
Model 4220UTS20 uses Univac
communications protocol to emulate
Univac's most advanced terminal, the
UTS20. This microprocessor-controlled
and software-based standalone system
communicates interactively with a host
CPU on a priority interrupt basis in a
polling type environment. Offering
enhanced capabilities, the 4220UTS's
technology is characterized by such
field control features as right
justification, alphanumeric checking,
and automatic tabulation settings.
FEATURES
• Maintenance mode for non-
interruptive troubleshooting.
• On-site configuration via keyboard
commands.
• Automatic retry and internal parity
checks for data integrity.
• Selective addressing capability to
allow host processor to select any
terminal andor peripheral device
within the network.
• Field control characters with
unlimited use per line.
• 22 special Program Function keys.
• Variable screen format allows 2-1920
characters to be displayed.




The 8000 Standalone Terminal Family
offers a new range of flexibility for
either Bell 8A1 or Univac UTS20 environ¬
ments. Available in either single version
(8A1 or UTS20) or dual version models
(8A1DEC VT200 or UTS20DEC VT200),
these terminals provide the capability to
also connect to a DEC or TTY system.
FEATURES
• Front-mounted controls for ease of
operation.
• Compact display base with smaller
footprint to allow installation where
space is at a premium.
• 60-cycle refresh rate, non-interlaced
for optimum flicker-free operation.
• Dual versions are keyboard switch-
able— 8A1 to VT200 or UTS20 to
VT200.
• Simple board system for quick and
easy maintenance.
• Centronics parallel printer port.
• Many additional features beyond
basic protocol requirements.
• Racal-Milgo's standard combination
of user-friendly features.
These devices enable terminals and
printers to access application programs
residing in a host central processing
unit (CPU). Racal-Milgo's com¬
munications controllers offer cost-
effective alternatives to other vendor's
products. Each one is designed to
provide the flexibility to expand as your
information processing needs grow.
MODEL4547 TERMINALTABLE
Model 4547 Terminal Table
This high-quality, attractive terminal
table will accommodate any Racal-Milgo
standalone or cluster terminal. It
provides adequate additional tabletop
space for working documents.
FEATURES
• Steel base with black textured finish
and woodgrain trim.
• Rubber cushioned levelers.
• Stainless steel wear guards.
• Handsome woodgrain laminate top
with vinyl safety edging.









The 4274 emulates a 16 to 32 device
IBM 3274 control unit and operates in
either BSC or SNASDLC protocol at
line speeds up to 19.2 Kbps.
Four models of the 4274 are available:
Model 4274B— Remote Cluster
Controller, BSC protocol only
Model 4274N— Remote Cluster
Controller, switchable BSC or
SNASDLC
Model 4274LB— Local Cluster
Controller, non-SNA systems
environments
Model 4274LN— Local Cluster
Controller, SNA systems environments
The 4274 remote controllers connect to
a modem and the network via a standard
EIA RS-232-C interface. The 4274 local
controllers attach directly to the host
CPU channel.
Each time the 4274 is powered on, a
self-diagnostic test capability is
automatically initiated. Extended
diagnostic testing, maintenance aids,
status monitoring, and dynamic
system reconfiguration are provided
by 20 off-line commands.
All 4274 models use a 16-bit
microprocessor with 32K to 128K of
Random Access Memory. Inputoutput
functions for host communications,
terminals, and printers are performed by
independent 8-bit microprocessors.
The system emulator and configuration
utility program are stored by a single








The 8274 emulates the IBM Model
3274-XC, and supports up to eight
clustered Racal-Milgo terminals and
printers. It operates in either BSC or
SNASDLC protocols, with switching
capabilities as a standard feature.
A standard EIA RS-232-C interface
connects the controller to a modem and
the network. It operates at data rates
from 1200 to 9600 bps over point-to-
point or multipoint networks, using full-
or half-duplex dedicated communi¬
cations lines.
The 8274 incorporates self-test
diagnostics that are automatically
initiated whenever the controller is
powered on. System integrity is further
ensured by 20 off-line commands that
allow extended diagnostic testing,
maintenance aids, status monitoring,
and dynamic system reconfiguration.
Control is administered by a 16-bit
microprocessor with 128Kof Random
Access Memory (RAM). Independent
8-bit microprocessors perform
inputoutput functions for host com¬
munications, terminals, and printers.
A single floppy diskette drive stores




Switchable BSC or SNASDLC
communications protocols.
Compact size.




The Model 4209 Multiplexer Controller
enables connection of multiple Racal-
Milgo 4220U200 and 4220UTS20
Univac-compatible terminals to a Univac
host computer. The 4209 controls
message sequences exchanged
between the 4220 terminals and the
host CPU. It allows up to 16 Model 4220
terminals to share a single host
communications line.
More than 16 terminal connections are
possible by cascading multiplexer
controllers to one primary multiplexer
controller. A variety of switch-selectable
options provide a choice of interface,
baud rate, type of operation, and test
mode. Twenty front-panel indicators
display diagnostic test results, switch
settings, and communications activity.
The 4209 has an integral Direct Connect
Module (DCM) interface which may be
used to transmit messages to another









MODEL8160 PRINTER MODEL42934294 PRINTERS
A variety of high-performance printers is
available to complement Racal-Milgo
terminals. Each one is especially
suitable in inquiryresponse
applications where hard copies are
required.
Model 4285 Printer
Model 4285 is designed for reliable,
versatile service in office environments
where high speed is not a primary
consideraton. Compact, quiet, and
lightweight, the 4285 can flexibly handle
a variety of continuous fanfold forms
(up to 4-part). A standard platen with
tear bar accommodates either friction or
pin-feed forms with optional tractors
that snap into place and adjust to suit
form width.
A Vertical Format Unit (VFU) further
enhances the 4285's versatility, allowing
selection of any of ten different form
lengths via a manual switch. In addition,
the 4285 has special capabilities for
handling applications involving card-
width and other narrow forms. It will
print 20 characters-per-line at 232 lines-
per-minute; 40 characters-per-line at 138
lines-per-minute; or 80 characters-per-
line at 76 lines-per-minute.
FEATURES
• 120 characters-per-second bi¬
directional printing, 80 columns per
line (plus the special narrow form
applications described above).
• Extended print head life of 200 million
characters.
• Optional variable width tractor feed.
• Optional audible alarm to quickly
identify problems.
• Optional graphic, compressed print,
and double-width print capabilities.
• 96-character ASCII set, upper and
lower case.
Model 8160 Printer
The 8160 is a low-cost, high-
performance printer that provides the
highest duty cycle output of any printer
in its class. Ideal for work station
environments where space is at a
premium, the compact 8160 is available
in either Variable Width Tractor Feed or
Friction FeedContinuous Roll models.
FEATURES
• 160 characters-per-second
bi-directional printing, 80 columns
per line.
• Push-button, menu-driven
programming via convenient front
panel controls—no internal switches.
• Snap-in ribbon cartridge for fast,
clean ribbon changing.
• Four operator-selectable character
widths.
• Full 96-character ASCII set, upper and
lower case.
Model 42934294 Printers
These reliable, flexible line printers
provide high-quality hard copy at
affordable prices. The 4293 features
friction feed paper handling for 1 to
3-part carbonless roll paper forms. The
4294 uses a tractor feed mechanism to
handle up to 9-part fanfold forms.
Both models feature switch-selectable




bi-directional printing, 136 columns
per line.
• 60 inch-per-second print head skip
rate8.3 and 20 inch-per-second slew
rate for increased throughput.
• Self-test diagnostics.
• Long-life ribbon cartridge for easy,
clean ribbon changing.
• 94-character ASCII set, upper and
lower case.
MODEL4287 PRINTER MODEL4287N PRINTER
Model 4287 Printer
Quiet and reliable, the 4287 is a mid-
speed, high-volume printer that's ideal
for the office environment. This tabletop
printer uses an adjustable sprocket
mechanism to efficiently handle up to
6-part continuous fanfold forms.
Microprocessor technology and a print
mechanism with a minimum of moving
parts enhance reliability and minimize
the need for preventive maintenance.
FEATURES
• 200 characters-per-second
bi-directional printing, 132 columns
per line.
• Self-test diagnostics.
• Variable page length of 1 to 99 lines
and switch-selectable 6 or 8 line-per-
inch vertical spacing for flexible
operation.
• Out-of-paper indicatoralarm.
• Switch-selectable standard or
compressed print.
• Disposable snap-in ribbon cartridge.
• 96-character ASCII set, upper and
lower case.
Model 4287N Printer
The 4287N is designed to provide
hard copy output for Racal-Milgo
Models 8274 and 4274 communications
controllers. It combines the quiet
efficiency of the Model 4287 with
SNASDLC and BSC capabilities to offer
a full-function IBM-compatible printer.
FEATURES
All the features of Model 4287 plus:
• Front-mounted, touch-sensitive




The 45508260 permits a wider range of
Racal-Milgo printers to interface with
the Models 8274 and 4274 controllers.
By converting coax serial data to
parallel printer data, it allows imple¬
mentation of SNASCS data com¬
mands on Racal-Milgo Models 8160,
42934294, 4287, and 4285 printers.
Model 4545 Universal
Printer Stand
The 4545 is designed to accommodate
any Racal-Milgo tabletop printer, such
as the 4287, 4287N, 4293, or 4294. This
versatile printer stand occupies a
minimum of space and allows for front,
rear, or bottom paper feed.
FEATURES
• Steel base with black textured finish
and woodgrain trim.
• Rubber cushioned levelers.
• Handsome woodgrain laminate top
with vinyl safety edging.
• High-quality construction.






































When you consider investing in data communications
products or systems, you owe it to yourself to con¬
sider the source. Is it a company with the resources
to provide expert technical advice, timely instal¬
lation, and prompt on-site service...whenever and
wherever you need it?
With Racal-Milgo as your data communications
supplier, you can count on all that and more. Because
we believe that even full-featured, advanced products
are incomplete without comprehensive support...
before and after the sale.
We begin by backing everything we sell with a
coordinated, nationwide servicesupport team that's
widely regarded as the best in the business. We
think that's the very least you should expect from a
leader in data communications.
Moreover, when you have a problem, we won't simply
rule out our equipment, leaving you to go through
a frustrating ritual of finger-pointing. We'll work with
you until the source of the problem is identified.
At your request, we'll even assist you in conferring
with other vendors— to help resolve virtually any
problem as quickly as possible. So you can keep
down time to a bare minimum.
If it sounds too good to be true, remember— we've
been designing, manufacturing, installing, and
supporting data communications products and
systems for almost 30 years. And as we grew, we
continually developed our nationwide network of
servicesupport specialists to keep customer systems
operational. It's a network that's still growing today.
Our three-tier customer support network enables us
to quickly diagnose complex problems and eliminate
unnecessary delays associated with both installation
and maintenance:
• Racal-Milgo Field Engineers are located throughout
the United States. All are direct employees of
Racal-Milgo, not contracted independents. They're
factory-trained and are knowledgeable in all areas
of data processing and data communications,
including telephone lines and switching, terminal
equipment, peripheral devices, and CPU interfaces.
Each one is supplied with sophisticated test
equipment, spare parts, subassemblies, and
specialized tools.
• Regional Support Centers, each equipped with
functional Communications Management Series
(CMS) controllers, provide enhanced local support
for Racal-Milgo customers. Dial-up equipped Racal-
Milgo products can be tested live from any
regional center, as well as our South Florida
headquarters. In addition, each regional center is
staffed with support specialists who can frequently
help solve many common problems via telephone
consultation.
• Technical specialists at our National Support Office
in South Florida are also available for consultation.
These high-level personnel work closely with
engineering, marketing, and sales to provide further
back-up support to local Field Engineers
and Regional Support Centers in the event of a
particularly difficult problem.
To maintain the success of our field organization,
Racal-Milgo has established an extensive network of
equipment stocking centers. Strategically located
at major airport sites around the U.S., these centers
maintain substantial inventories of back-up spare
equipment. We work with a leading air freight
forwarder to have back-up equipment— all of it
either new or completely refurbished— in the air
and on its way to a customer in a matter of hours.
To further assure the successful day-to-day operation
of Racal-Milgo products and systems, we offer several
Customer Training Seminars. These seminars
combine classroom-style presentations with hands-
on instruction. They often help customers to later
avoid unnecessary service calls— through
familiarization with common, easily-solved problems.
All seminars are held regularly at our South Florida
facilities. If you prefer, they can also be scheduled
at your facilities on a prearranged basis.
No data communications supplier can guarantee
that problems will never occur. But Racal-Milgo will
guarantee that if and when they do, we'll do
whatever it takes to help you pinpoint the source of
the problem fast. Quite simply, it's the best way we
know to make sure that our customers get the full
benefit of the capabilities built into every Racal-
Milgo product and system.
Because of our continuing program of development, there
may be new products, systems, and services that are not
included in this catalog. To make sure that you receive the
latest information available, we will include literature on




1. People's Daily Newspaper, PRC
2. China Business Digest, Hong Kong
3. Asian Computer, Hong Kong
4. Computer Asia, Hong Kong
5. China Computerworld, China Computerworld Publishing
Co., PRC.
6. Products and Technology Abroad, China Council for the
Promotion of International Trade, PRC
7. China's Foreign Trade, CCPIT, PRC
8. China Trade Handbook, The Adsale People, Hong Kong
9. China's Electronics Electrical Products,
The China Phone Book Company Ltd., Hong Kong
10. Guide to China Trade Tours, China Greatwall
Enterprises Co., Hong Kong
11. Economic Reporter, Hong Kong


